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introduction

traditional histories often deal with large
movements and are devoted to accounts of presidents
generals elections national policy and wars and infer
that all significant history must happen on that level
recently however emphasis has shifted to community and

family history where events are seen not only from the

point of view of leaders but also from the action and

reaction of followers mormon historian davis bitton has

justified this trend

historians are on the quest for human self knowledge
this is the best reason I1 believe for studying
history what we are interested in is human beings
coping with human problems they do this in different
cultural settings and on different levels but one is
not more significant than another

this tendency can also be seen in mormon history
many historians have focused on the accomplishments of the

highest and most prominent leaders more recently
however greater attention has been given to local leaders

of the second echelon while these studies have brought

greater understanding to the mormon movement until we

know more about the common ordinary lay member our view

of mormon history will be incomplete perhaps even

distorted
1

differTnt
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the purpose of this narrative is twofold 1 to
reconstruct the life of john nock hinton 183919281839

chosen

1928

because he was a common lay member of the chulchchurchchuich of
jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday who did not leave any

personal writings and 2 to show that a creditable
biography can be written about this kind of individual
without any such personal writings

john nock hinton was never an apostle a stake
president or even a bishop he never took plural wives

nor served a church mission and he never held a civic
office he was however an ordained high priest a

sunday school superintendent and leader of the ward

choir he also performed vicarious temple work and

faithfully did his ward teaching like thousands of

others who made up the vast body of the church he

supported sustained then carried out the policies and

programs of his leaders his dedication to his religion
was the moving force in his life and it was this kind of

dedication in the lives of thousands of common members

that was the binding force that held the church together

the reconstruction of the life of an individual
such as john nock hinton had to be done within the

backdrop of the history of his community the lack of any

personal writings by him mandated that many varied

historical sources be used to find information that would

add substance to the biography of prime importance were

the personal records of those individuals whose lives
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touched his lifeilfe his family friends and neighbors

these included a collection of family letters from

england the personal writings of his mother brother
and children as well as journals diaries memoirs and

autobiographies of his friends and neighbors church and

civil records were also used as well as historical
records on local county state and national levels
bits of information gleaned from genealogy demography

social life religion politics economics and

illustrative anedotesanecdotesane becamedotes the building material for
weaving the biography and the community history together

the value of this study is threefold first the

biography shows a human being coping with human problems

and change in the economic cultural and environmental

aspects of his life once this man had committed himself

to a life very different from everything he had previously

known he held persistently to it despite setbacksset andbacks

hardships second this study adds to the body of

historical literature of utah and the west as it includes

the early history of virgin city a small little known

village on the mormon frontier in the southern cotton

mission third it can serve as a model to others who

would like to write histories of their progenitors but

fear there is insufficient information because the

ancestors did not leave any written records

lifehis
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CHAPTER I1

GROWING UP ENGLISH

background AND EARLY LIFE OF JOHN NOCK HINTON

on friday june 23 1881 in virgin city utah

territory fortyoneyearoldforty johnone nockyear hintonold stood

watching a raging fire the flames licked hungrily at the

dry wooden boards of the frame buildings almost

immediately the two structures were engulfed in the hot

scorching blaze both johns furniture shop and his
neighbors gristmill standing side by side on the virgin

river were completely reduced to piles of ashes and

rubble in one short hour

As the debris still smoldered john gazed in

disbelief what to do now the twostoriedtwo furniturestoried
shop was his only means of earning a living for his
family now comprised of his wife emma and their nine

children to construct the building he had invested

heavily including the proceeds from the sale of his

fields and team just recently he had sold his

investments in the kolobdolob herd and the coopco storeop to

purchase lumber to increase his inventory he and his

sons had built many different kinds and pieces of

1

5
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furniture the evening before the top floor had been

filled with furniture being painted and varnished in a

few days there was to be a grand opening and the
townspeople were anxiously awaiting the time when they

could buy the furniture they needed so badly now

this there was nothing left not even his tools
everything was gone

john still lingered beside the river as night
came and the desert heat began to dissipate there was

real beauty in his adopted homeland even though it was

vastly different from his native country the england of

his childhood seemed a long time and a far place away it
was there that he had spent seven years learning his

trade apprenticed to jeremiah wright master cabinet
maker and upholsterer he had been the first in his
immediate family to become a craftsman the others were

and had been for several generations clerks and

accountants his choice of occupation was not the only

departure he had made from the traditions of his family

he was also the one who had heard the beat of a different
drummer

families transmit values and expectations across

the generations and family was a critical influence in the

life of john nock hinton even though some of his

forebears had inherited small landholdings which would

have provided a basic living for them johns father and

grandfather had chosen to pursue commercial careers which

2
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in addition to the land provided a better standard of

living for their families this tradition of a strong
work ethic influenced john in his choice of occupation

he also inherited the legacy of valuing education for
himself and his children he was born into a family which

for decades had been independent thinkers in matters of

religion it was this tradition of determinationselfdeterminationself
that enabled him to choose a different religion which

became a primary force in his life and caused him to

leave urban england and settle in frontier utah these
family traditions combined with the environmental and

social influences of the times in which he lived had a

lasting impact on him

the england of johns childhoood in the 1840s
was the hub of the united kingdom the only global power

then in the world its colonial empire extended over

nearly one quarter of the earths surface no less marked

was a british dominance in economic matters not only was

it the most advanced and powerful economy britain also

influenced all other national economies in commerce and

industry the industrial revolution which began slowly

in the last third of the eighteenth century was

accelerating it transformed society by moving men and

women in large numbers from traditional agricultural
occupations into a system which entailed increased

division and specialization of labor in factories and work

places the mechanization of the means of production the

3
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utilitization of new forms of energy new kinds of

transportation and communication and the everincreasingever

role
increasing

of science in industry were the components that
brought about the phenomenon known as the industrial
revolution the first half of the nineteenth century was

a period of perfecting existing processes and extending

the manufacturing systems this brought constant change
4and rapid growth

birmingham where john was born was a large

commercial and manufacturing center located near the

middle of england in the northwest corner of

warwickshireWarwick itshire was situated in a rich coal and iron

district the area in and around birmingham was sometimes

called the black country because of its many industries
A celebrated manufacturing town it included the parishes

of birmingham and edgebastonEdge withbaston part of the parish of

aston in 1851 its population was almost 233000

probably the most interesting aspects of birminghams

history were the extraordinary growth of the town the

progressive improvements of its manufacturers and the

wide expansion of its domestic and foreign trade the

streets of birmingham were clean and spacious and many

were paved and lighted with gas some of the houses along

the streets were residences of merchants manufacturers

and tradespeople others were the small houses of the

workers in some homes water pumps attached to the house
0

supplied soft water for culinary purposes

5 6

7

8
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the english historian asa briggs described how

the social history of victorian birmingham was

circumscribed by four conditions in the work place

first was the great diversity in occupations in 1849

the board of health commissioners attributed the towns
exceptional11exceptional elasticity in trade to more than five

hundred classes of industries that could be found there
second manufacturing was carried out in small workshops

rather than in large factories growth was measured by

the expansion in the numbers of producing units rather
than by additions to existing enterprises as could be

found in other industrial centers such as manchester As

a result the squallorsquellorsqual oflor the factory town was not as

prevalent and the relations between master and men

were closer in birmingham than in other parts of england

the political and economic policies which developed

locally placed emphasis on this mutual interest
9interdependence and common action third most of the

labor force of birmingham was skilled and consequently

relatively welloffwell economicallyoff the workers here

suffered far less from the introduction of mechanization

than did those in other industrial centers As a result
there was far less concern about factory reform and trade

unions with more emphasis on education and friendly

societies this was an age of improvement whose

benefits were felt to be shared by everyone fourth

social mobility was a reality in birmingham there was

commiss loners
11
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considerable optimism among the townspeople that
perseverance and continued good trade could lead to
fortune or at the least respectability and independence

however in a city such as this where industrial
fluctuations abounded small masters could easily find
themselves men mobility then could have gone either

10way up or down

the citizens of birmingham had immense pride in

their town this pride was the driving force behind the

civic philosophy that came to be known as the civiccivi
gospel the result of this gospel was a sweeping

reorganization of the functions and finances of local
government so that by the late 1870s birmingham had the

international reputation of being the best governed city
in the world niinil

with the emphasis asa briggs noted on education

and friendly societies it is not surprising that
birmingham had many selfimprovementself organizationsimprovement as

well as cultural facilities and activities libraries
lecture rooms schools adult education facilities
museums art galleries theatrestheartresthe andatres music halls could be

12found there there was the theatre royal which after a

stormy beginning produced great plays for the

populace music was a local preoccupation made

manifest by numerous small choral and orchestral
societies the triennial birmingham music festival was

advertised as the largest outside of london and was

c

13
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designed on a large scale with instrumental and choral
presentations among the highlight performances were

beethovens ninth symphonysympho the premiere performance of

elijaheiljah by mendelssohn and performances of works by a
14local composer francis edward bache

just as birmingham was diverse in industry it
was also diverse in religion besides the established
church of england there were places of worship for

baptists society of friends independents primitive and

wesleyan methodists swedenborgiansSwedenborg unitariansians presby

eriansarians and roman catholics earlier there had been

strict laws in englands corporate towns against non-

conformists and oxford and cambridge universities closed

their doors to dissenters many capable dissenters
excluded from the universities turned their talents to

industry birmingham not a corporate town at that time

and therefore not subject to the restricting laws of

larger places became a natural haven for dissenters
they came to birmingham and flourished there

the life of john nock hinton son of atkins and

agnes maurice hinton began october 18 1839 on bridge

street in birmingham warwickshirewarwickshirefWarwick englandshire neither
of johns parents were natives of birmingham though both

were raised in parishes within ten miles of that city
john nock hintons father atkins grew up in

walsall staffordshire there he received his primary
1 ft

education in the local grammar school that completed

el

15

16

17

18
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he trained as an accountant and then by meeting certain
standards of performance determined by examination

received a charter or certificate attesting to his
expertise and granting him license to work as a chartered
accountant the education and occupation of johns father
as well as previous family social position placed the

1 9hintons in the middle social class
at the age of twenty three atkins married ann

bucknell on september 8 1826 in the parish church at
20daventryventrylaventryDa northampton they moved into a house on great

brook street a rather fashionable neighborhood in aston

birmingham where they attended church at the carrs lane

independent chapel during the next four years a son and

three daughters were born to atkins and ann however a

series of tragedies struck the hinton family their first
born son and eldest child lived only seven weeks and the

youngest daughter a twin died shortly after birth
their greatest loss was the death of ann on august 30

211830 after four short years of marriage atkins had

lost two children and his wife at the age of twenty

seven he was a widower with two daughtersdaughter mary ann age

two and newborn sarah elizabeth it was almost seven

years later that he married for the second time to twenty

sixyearoldsix agnesyear mauriceold who bore him six children the
22second of whom was john nock hinton

atkins took his bride agnes to his great brook

street home after they were married in 1837 by that

19

sf
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time mary ann was eight and sarah elizabeth was six and

neither could have remembered their mother ann while

the family was living there two children were born agnes

in 1838 and john nock in 1839 23 having lost two of

anns children it was undoubtedly a worry to the whole

family that john was a sickly child and needed much

24care he did not walk until he was three years old

in 1841 upon the birth of the second son named atkins
25for his father the hinton family moved a short distance

to bloomsbury place with only fifteen months in age

separating the two boys they were best friends and
fi

constant companions in childhood

at first the boys world was small father was

seldom seen as he was occupied with the business the

house where mother presided was not totally their domain

since the drawing room was for company and for the grown-

ups in the evenings but the kitchen with all the smells
27of good things cooking was theirs emma blackburn the

maid did most of the cooking under the close supervision

of motherdother but sisters mary ann sarah and agnes also
helped in the kitchen most of the cooking was done

at home including jams jellies cakes pies puddingpud
9

dingo
8

and bread during victorian times there were many

dictums concerning children and their behavior the boys

ate their meals in the kitchen not until they were older
were they permitted to eat in the dining room it was

thought that anything but the plainest food was quite

26

28
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beyond a childs digestion for dinner there were plain
boiled vegetables and milk pudding with perhaps a little
steamed fish boiled mutton or fowl breakfast consisted
of porridge and for teatimetea breadtime and butter with a

29small ration of jam or cake

to many middle class victorians children obey

your parents in the lord and children should be seen

and not heardheardt were inviolable injunctions there were

many rules of conduct recognized universally as being

correct that had to be learned dont tuck your napkin

under your chin dont gurgle or draw in your breath
or make other noises when eating soup dont
expectorate on the sidewalk dont use slang and on

and on covering every age from childhood to senility
however growing up was not a process of constant grind

and discipline one of johns favorite activities was to

help his father with the fuchsias and other beautiful
flowering plants in the conservatory there were many

pleasant pursuits for john and atkins outofdoorsout theyof
32

doors

took walks and played with kites because the

manufacture of small metal items was extensive in

birmingham all kinds of dolls hobby horses rocking

horses jigsaw puzzles music boxes wooly animals models

of sailing ships noahs arks and regiments of lead

soldiers were readily available although books

written especially for children tended to be moralizingmoral

tracts
izing

they offered the boys another outlet for their

30

31

33
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continuing the family practice and tradition

atkins hinton and family attended church as independents

the congregation of their choice was the spacious carrs
lane chapel where reverend john angell james served as

minister there were many activities other than regular
sunday services in which members could participate some

of these were more secular than religious reverend
jamesjamesl record of 1859 described many societies for local
and foreignwforeign missionary activities charitable maternal

and benevolent societies for the ladies a religious tract
society the village preacher society the young mens

brotherly society with a two thousand volume library
sunday and day schools which comprehended nearly two

thousand children and night school including bible
classes for young men and women clearly if such was

the choice of the individual much time and effort could

be expended in chapel social life the reverend james was

a good preacher and packed the church every sunday the

services were very long so atkins with obvious sympathy

for the children took a lunch prepared for each of them

and one by one they would duck down under the high pew

to eat it this made the services bearable for the

youngsters

another influence very early in johns life was

that of the extended family his mothers sister
elizabeth maurice often lived with them the hinton

couldparticipate

35

36
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family also could visit and associate with other relatives
living close by in birmingham besides several aunts on

the maurice side of the family of particular interest to
john was greatunclegreat jamesuncle bulmer A brother of his
grandmother hinton uncle james had lived with the family

in walsall when johns father was a small boy uncle

james was a carpenter by trade the only member of either
side of the family with that kind of occupation perhaps

he was influential in johns choice of vocation

it was during this time that atkins hinton as

the accountant manager helped in the formation of a

brassfoundingbrass firmfounding the brass hinges locks and keys

metal facings for corners and edges as well as screws and

bolts made in birmingham were considered by the cabinet
3 Q

makers throughout the country to be the very best

this firm was one of the first nettlefoldnettlefordNett companieslefold which

after several earlier mergers became part of the the

large conglomerate of guest keen and nettlefoldsNettle ltdfolds in

1902 39

in the meantime the hinton family was

increasing another son thomas maurice and a daughter

hannah were also born at bloomsbury place just a month

after hannah was born tragedy again struck the hinton

family johns half sister sarah elizabeth died of

consumption at the age of fifteen of the four children

of the first family of atkins hinton only mary ann

3.3 40remained

37

38
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in 1851 atkins hinton moved his family to 143

ashted row in the fashionable suburb of ashted also in
the district of aston the houses there were constructed
of brick A distinctive architecture was evident in the
doublefronteddouble housesfronted with threelightthree windowslight divided by

columns while the doorways were surmounted by enriched
41friezes and segmental pedimentssedimentspedi

when

ments

the hinton family moved to ashted row john

was eleven he and his two brothers were attending
42school since the census returns show them living at

home they were attending day school rather than boarding

school the hinton sons could have attended a private
school but as their father had attended the walsall
grammar school it seems reasonable that grammar school

might have been his choice for them the king edward

grammar school was less than a mile away on new street
it was open only to boys and had a headmaster a second

master three classical greek and latin assistants a

mathematics master a chief and two assistant masters in
43modern languages drawing and writing whatever school

they went to all three boys attended until they were

fourteen years old

by the age of fourteen john had decided that he

wanted to make furniture as an occupation so he began his
apprenticeship with jeremiah wright master cabinet maker

44and upholsterer of 260 bradford street birmingham

just how much influence his uncle james bulmer the
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carpenter had on this decision cannot be determined but

furniture making was certainly a departure from the
commercial occupations traditional to the family

the length and nature of any apprenticeship was

set forth by an indenture or contract entered into by

the apprentice his parents or guardians and the master
premiums were paid to the master who charged whatever he

45could get in the marketplace the indenture itself was

a printed form with appropriate blanks for inserting the
names of the parties the trade the term of years and

the size of the premium the legal language was well

established and predated the statute of apprentices of

1563 the apprentice was bound not only in a service
relationship to his master but also to certain standards

of personal behavior he could not frequent taverns nor

play cards dice or any other unlawful game although

the elizabethan clause in the document forbidding

fornication had been omitted an apprentice could not

marry during his term the master could expect the

apprentice to give him faithful service and gladly obey

all his lawful commands keep his secrets and be on call
day and night moreover the apprentice was obliged to

conduct himself in an honest and faithful manner towards
46his master and all his masters property

in 1853 when john began his apprenticeship
jeremiah wright was fiftyninefifty andnine still very active in

47his profession he had a large shop where several
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craftsmen and other apprentices in addition to john

served As a cabinet maker and upholsterer wright was a

producerretailerproducer ofretailer furniture who also dealt in other
household furnishings and could have advised clients on

the decoration of homes the workmen carried out such

varied jobs as making covering and stuffing furniture
48cutting carpets and arranging window drapery john

commenced his apprenticeship by doing such menial tasks as

sweeping out the shop running errands and putting away

tools the process of making furniture was broken down

into small parts and the novice apprentice began with the
most simple As johns expertise increased he did the
more difficult tasks and finally at the end of seven

years he was capable of completely producing a large

variety of furniture pieces

the wright furniture shop on bradford street was

about one and onehalfone mileshalf from the hinton home on

ashted row and according to local custom john walked
49there and home again each day work generally began at

eight oclock in the morning and finished at seven oclock
in the evening with about one and onehalfone hourshalf off for
meals and tea on saturday work usually ceased at 100
PM this made a work week of between fiftytwofifty andtwo fifty
four hours leaving the evening and weekends for other

activities
for middleclassmiddle victoriansclass most evenings were

spent at home many felt that inactivity was reprehenreprehend

50
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sible perhaps even immoral members of the family would

have spent the time playing games reading good books or

involved in other educational or artistic pursuits some

might draw or paint the ladies sewed did needlework or

embroidered above all there was music the hinton
family had a piano as did many middle class british
homes often after church sunday evenings were spent

around this piano with everyone in the family singing
52and harmonizing their separate parts

As john was serving his apprenticeship the other

children began training for their lifes work johns
older sister agnes after completing the courses of study

at her aunt carolinesCarolcaroi privateineisinels school in west bromwich

became a governess to a titled family she traveled
extensively with them on the continent she continued in

this position until her marriage in 1867 to bernard

thomas while the younger sisters spent their time as

scholars johns brother atkins began his apprenticeship

in 1855 to his uncle bower hinton a grocer of
54dudley he did not complete his term until after john

left for america in 1861 thomas the youngest brother

apprenticed as an accountant to his own father As with

john the early training education and apprenticing would

serve all the hinton children well throughout their adult

lives
in the latter part of 1860 john reached his

majority he was an attractive man with wavy brown hair
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blue eyes and regular features he had long artistic
fingers ears that lay close to his head and an ample but

not over large nose not a large man he was never over

five feet six inches tall and as he grew older he seemed

to shrink somewhat all through his adult life he wore

some kind of beard with or without a mustache his
brother atkins upon seeing him again for the first time

in thirtytwothirty yearstwo at the age of fifty three described
him as a handsome sturdy backwoodsman

at the age of twentyonetwenty johnsone life experiences

had left an indelible imprint on his character that was

discernible later in life his childhood homelifehomelikehom

created

elife
in him a strong sense of family and developed

family ties that were to last a lifetime half a world

away strong religious inclinations emerged as he became

conscious of his familys traditional concepts of

religion and developed his own religious convictions and

expectations in addition he learned an appreciation for

the cultural activities to which his middle class life had

exposed him johns schooling had given him tools of

reasoning and literacy from this he developed a love of

learning that he passed on to his children his career

choice led him through his apprenticeship and taught him

the value of hard work from his master he learned

business management principles moreover he learned to

handle resources with care and skill and to appreciate

good wood fine tools and excellent workmanship johns

overlarge

1156
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participation in birminghams commercial sector gave him

firm confidence that through perseverance and patience

almost anything could be accomplished it was this spirit
of optimism and faith in the ultimate goodness of life
that gave him the tenacity to cope with the changes and

adversities that came to him he was now prepared for

life as an independent selfsufficientself individualsufficient
having grown up english in a middleclassmiddle victorianclass home

in the traditions of his family he was ready to dare to

be different he would now make his own choices and

suffer the consequences whether good or ill he faced

the future with hope confidence and eager expectation
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CHAPTER II11

NEW HORIZONS

john nock hintons future was greatly influenced
by a decision and a commitment he made in 1856 when at
the age of sixteen he discarded the traditional religion
of his family to join the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints in compliance with the teachings of his new

faith he would at the completion of his apprenticeship

leave the country of his birth and take up residence in

salt lake city utah territory in the united states of

america As these transitions occurred in his life john

found himself in settings and situations distinctly
different from anything his background or experience had

taught him nevertheless they were for him a gateway

into a new life and once having embraced it he clung to

it tenaciously

after becoming friends with william isom and

while visiting in the isom home john first heard of the

church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday sometimes

called the mormon church a new religion from america

being preached throughout england by itinerant mission

28
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aries when john learned more about the principles and

doctrines of this new faith and became convinced that
it was the restored gospel of jesus christ he decided to
become a member on sunday february 10 1856 while still
sixteen years old john was baptized he differed from

the majority of the mormon converts at that time who were

of the working class because he was one of the 11.491149 who

were of the middle class
the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

had been organized in upstateup newstate york on april 6 1830

with joseph smith jr as its president as well as

prophet seer and revelator some years earlier while

he was still in his teen years joseph had reported that
he had received a series of visitations from celestial
beings two of whom he designated as god the father and

jesus christ they told him of the apostate conditonconditioncon ofditon

all religions and the need for the restoration of the

original christianity further his future calling would

be to restore this original christianity with all the

tenets that had been taught by christ subsequently he

obtained sacred records that for centuries had been buried

in a nearby hill these records on plates having the

appearance of gold contained the history of the pre

columbian inhabitants of the western hemisphere he

translated these records by miraculous means and then had

the translation published as the book of mormon later
revelations conferred the aaronic and melchizedek priest

2
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hoods the ecclesiastical and administrative authority for

the new faith
joseph smith in the early 1830s directed the

compilation of the revelations he had received and had

them published first in 1833 as the book of command-

ments and again revised in 1835 as the doctrine and cov-

enants this volume together with the bible the book of

mormon and later the pearl of great price became the

standard11standard works of the church setting forth the

doctrines principles and practices of the new religion
soon after the church was organized other

presiding offices were established including the first
presidency quorum of twelve apostles first council of

seventy presiding bishopric and patriarch of the

church moreoverMoreo geographicalverrverf organizations of stakes
4wards branches and missions evolved

the new church popularly called the mormon

church grew rapidly as the result of missionaries being

sent to many parts of the world to proselyte A doctrine

that had a profound influence in the lives of the new

converts was that of the gathering of the saints to

zion zion was wherever the body of the church was

located in the early years it was in ohio and missouri

then illinois and eventually utah the concept of the

gathering permeated the hearts and minds of members as did

nothing else it was a persistent theme in the sermons

writings and hymns of the church it called the saints

11
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to leave behind the past and start afresh in the promised

land they would then be in an environment removed from

the gentile non mormon and from worldly evils where

they might better work out their own salvation and become

a righteous people who would please god

at the time of his baptism john had almost five
years of his apprenticeship yet to serve although often
spurned and rebuffed by his master and fellow apprentices

because of his religious affiliation he was determined to

finish out his time so that he might have a good

occupation to earn a livelihood he began to save his
meager three shillings per week for passage to america and

utah 6

none of johns family shared his enthusiasm for

his newfoundnew faithfound although they were religious they

could not reconcile many of the teachings of mormonism

with their own beliefs they particularly disliked and

disapproved of the doctrine of plural marriage however

reflecting the strong feeling of religious tolerance so

prevalent in birmingham his family put no obstacle in his
way nor did they restrict his practice of his chosen

religion moreover they later assisted in his
0

preparations to emigrate

in midvictorianmid englandvictorian the church of jesus

christ of latterdaylatter saintsday was held in low esteem by many

persons geoffrey best while discussing the 1851

religious census reported mormonscormonsMor whomons counted about

5
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18000 attendance on census sunday were considered
9heathen by everyone else although the general public

rejected and disparaged the church the missionaries
continued to win converts in the decade of the 1850s
some 43304 english men and women were baptized

when johns apprenticeship was completed early in

1861 he found that his frugality had paid off he had

saved enough money for ocean passage and to make the long

trip to utah As was customary at the beginning of each

year the latterdaylatter saintsday millennial star the official
publication of the church in england gave council for the

yearsyearlsfearls emigration those wishing to go to utah must

register and pay deposits early to the mission office
the advice continued with an estimate of expected expenses

based on costs of the previous year other articles
gave detailed descriptions of what the emigrant might

expect in preparation travel and upon arrival in zion

in february the members were informed of a new more cost

effective emigrating scheme down and back teams from

the valley would transport the emigrants from florence

nebraska to utah 13

john sent his transportation deposit of one pound
14to the mission office on april 3 186118610 preparations

for the trip then assumed an urgency as he considered just
what he should take with him of first priority were his
cabinetmakingcabinet toolsmaking his books including english and

algebra texts were also important he would need

19
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sufficient clothing to last a number of years then

there were all the necessities and niceties for a

comfortable but long journey at last all was ready and

john bid what he thought was his last goodbyegood tobye all his
family and friends

on saturday april 20 1861 the train station in
birmingham was filled with busy people it was difficult
to discern the persons leaving from those seeing them

off luggage was piled high and porters were stacking it
carefully to get it all on board passengers soon began

moving to the cars bidding tearful farewells to relatives
and friends john nock hinton was traveling in a company

of one hundred people from birmingham As the train
pulled out of the station passengers strained for a look

out of the windows for a last glimpse of loved ones too

soon lost from view

these were not ordinary people getting out of the

city for a holiday but members of the church of jesus

christ of latterdaylatter saintsday leaving their native england

to gather to utah territory in the western united

states the first leg of the journey was by train in

second class carriage eightyeighteighty mileseight northwest to

liverpool next they sailed on the vessel underwriter

to new york harbor thence by rail to florence nebraska

and finally by wagon train to salt lake city the end of

their journey

As the train to liverpool jostled along the

15

family

16
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travelers talked excitedly about the trip and the

destination they were very happy to be on their way and

as some began singing the songs of zion the others
1 ftjoined them this group of saints was under the

leadership of elder milo andrus he had been a member of

the presidency of the birmingham district and was

therefore known and respected by the emigrants although

an american he had been in england for three years as a

missionary failing health compelled him to leave and to
19return to his family in utah

in liverpool this group of birmingham saints was

joined by emigrating mormons from other parts of england

the underwriter could be seen at anchor in the mersey

river the company of traveling saints was organized by

the mission president with milo andrus as president and

homer duncan and charles W penrose as counselors these
men in turn organized the 624 members into nine wards

including one for bachelors
monday april 22 the passengers were conveyed by

tugboat to the underwriter once on board everyone was

examined by a doctor they then found their places below

deck john of course was in the bachelors ward a

dull dark place in the fore part of the lower deck

the next day the ship weighed anchor and a steam

tug towed it out into the irish sea about this time

john noticed a pretty slender brown haired young lady

traveling with his friends the foster family by

18
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prevailing upon john foster john was introduced to emma

spendlove from rowingtonbowingtonRow warwickshireWarwickington
emma

shire
spendlove was the daughter of elizabeth

harrison and john spendlove her father john spendlove

had been a laborer on the railroad for many years emmas

mother elizabeth died about the time her father joined

the mormon church in 1849 on october 11 1852 while

living in leamingtonleavingtonLea priorsmington warwickshireWarwick johnshire spendlove

remarried his bride maria tole was also a member of

the mormon church and anxious to join the saints in utah

she soon obtained employment for the children and

encouragedencouraaed them to save their earnings for emigration
emma began to work at the age of ten first taking care of

children later she did housework and lacemakinglace hermaking

wages were small but she eventually saved enough to go to

utah the rest of the family was unable to go at that
time so it was decided that emma would go alone

accompanying the steven foster family close friends of

the spendlovesSpend

the

loves

first few days of the voyage the underwriter

had a calm ocean A social was held in the evening of the

second day at sea the company was entertained with
24singing readings and dancing it was on occasions such

as this that john and emma became better acquainted

As the good weather gave way to storms and the

sea became rough the motion of the ship brought upon the
passengers that ancient curse seasickness almost

22
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everyone was afflicted johns fellow passenger F W

blake recorded in the companys journal I1 had never in

the whole of my life remember feeling so awful sic bad
25and such was the fate of many others the storms

continued and several days later blake further recorded
we pray god to speed the ship and give us strength to

bear the sickness after a week of storms the ocean

finally calmed everyone was then able to resume their
normal activities the evening socials were also resumed

27and often the company danced to the tune of a fiddle
throughout the rest of the voyage although the sea was

rough at times storms never lasted more than a day

As their friendship deepened john and emma

decided to marry and begin their new life in zion

together they had known each other for less than a month

yet this marriage was destined to last more than sixty

five years through prosperity as well as adversity

sunday may 19 dawned with warm breezes and bright

sunshine it was a beautiful day the regular sunday

meeting schedule was kept and then a special event took

place As recorded by milo andrus

in the evening at 8 oclock another important meeting
was held in no 1 ward to celebrate the nuptials of a
young couple john nock hinton and emma spendlove
brother milo andrus at their request officiated in
the ceremony and pronounced them man and wife the
marriage was good for fun and anticipations with the
young and merry recollections wong those who had
passed through the ordeal before

three days later may 22 the underwriter arrived

wonggong
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in new york completing a passage of twentyninetwenty daysnine

before leaving the ship the saints were again examined by

a doctor who pronounced them in good health the
passengers and their luggage were taken to shore by a

small boat F W blakelakebiake noted in his journal that as the
company crossed the short span of water handkerchiefs
and hats were waving and loud hurrahs were heard sounding

over the waters 11 the travelers were elated that the
29first leg of the journey had been completed

after passing through customs at castle gardens

the group still under the leadership of milo andrus

started the next evening by train on the first leg of

their trip to florence nebraska they went by way of

dunkirk cleveland and toledo ohio to chicago arriving

there five days later at noon on may 28 here the travel
weary passengers had six hours to walk around and to shop

for food and other items they needed for their continuing

journey the next day they arrived at the mississippi

river at quincy illinois where they boarded the river
steam boat black hawk to travel down stream twenty miles

and across to hannibal missouri where they boarded

another train
everywhere they saw signs of war for the

american civil war was in progress train stations housed

soldiers waiting to be transferred to the battle area As

john and emma traveled with the saints they saw towns

under martial law where all business seemed to have

30
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war the company continued on by train across the state of

missouri to st joseph during this portion of the trip
F W blake reported that they passed through a town where

the secessionist flag had been ripped down and then

further along the way wood had been piled on the railroad
tracks by the rebels we dashed on right over it and I1

32presumed it got completely smashed

at st joseph amidst a heavy rain storm the
company boarded a river boat for the three day trip up the

missouri river to florence the river was hard to

navigate because the boat had to avoid trees and pieces of

wood and occasionally sand banks at nightfall the boat

was stopped close to shore and then continued on at
daybreak the second day on the river john and emma and

their traveling companions had their first look at
indians As florence came into view on june 2 eleven

days en route from new york everyone was anxiously

awaiting a speedy deliverance from boat life however

engine trouble delayed their landing it was not until
800 PM that they were at last on shore prepared to

greet old friends they found church members with teams

and wagons ready to take them to the unfurnished houses in

the vicinity which were occupied by each successive mormon

emigrant group as it passed through enroute to salt lake

city darkness fell quickly and the baggage had to be

left on the wharf for the night before it could be

33
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retrieved next morning it was soaked by a severe
34rainstorm

john and emma with the rest of the utah bound

saints now had several weeks of waiting and preparation

before starting across the plains there were several
companies of eastern states saints and the group of
european mormons on board the monarch of the sea yet to

arrive from the east as well as the down and back

wagons to come from utah the down and back plan had

been initiated in 1861 by brigham young to create a new

less expensive way of moving people and freight to utah

this plan had three purposes first was to bring

immigrants to utah at low cost second to bring to utah

territory needed goods that could be purchased more

cheaply in the east and third to take surplus flour and

oxen from utah to florence to be sold or traded for
goods the planners had made every effort to have the

utah teamsters spend a minimum of time in florence so the

work of preparation had to be accomplished as quickly as

possible the amount of provisions needed to transport
almost 4000 people to utah was staggering it was a real
tribute to the organizers of the 1861 emigration that the

undertaking was a smooth and successful process well

managed and well supplied consequently misfortunes of

all kinds were kept to a minimum because of the

successful 1861 season this emigrating scheme was used

for several suceedingsucceedingsucee yearsding

35
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while john and emma were waiting in florence with

the others of their company two young men bathing in a

nearby stream drowned john was asked to make their
coffins he had never made one before and although these
were his first they were certainly not the last he ever

built since it took most of the night to complete the

coffins john was compelled to leave a frightened emma

alone in their temporary home all night long thunder

lightning and the fierce wind of a storm raged emma was

very relieved when john returned with the first light of

morning just as the weather calmed

upon the arrival on june 16 of captain joseph
W young the pace of preparation quickened he took

charge of the saints who would be traveling with church

teams he soon opened a sundries account for all
persons in his charge credit was issued to individuals

8needing food and supplies on june 16 john received
eighteen pounds of flour at three cents a pound four

pounds of bacon at eleven cents a pound two pounds of

sugar at ten cents a pound onehalfone poundhalf coffee at
twenty cents a pound onefourthone poundfourth of tea at one

dollar a pound and one pound of apples for eight cents
39for a total of 1.61161 on his perpetual emigration loan

very soon captain young became aware that there
were more emigrants than had been expected to provide

food and supplies for so many he asked all traveling in

church teams to donate all their cash to a general fund

37
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this money together with larger sums of tithing from the

eastern branches was used by agents on purchasing trips
to omaha bluff city and the surrounding countrysidecountry toside

40buy large quantities of provisions

the presiding elderseiders emigrants and teamsters
spent the first weeks in july organizing the companies

the emigrants were divided into eight independent and

four down and back companies everyone received a wagon

41assignment john and emma were in joseph horneshomes church
42train then john along with the others took his

luggage to the bowery to be weighed adults were charged

twenty cents per pound for anything over fifty pounds and

any overages were added to their perpetual emigrating fund

loan accounts john and emma had 123.51235 extra pounds which
43amounted to an additional 24.702470 on their loan after

weighinweigh allin baggage was loaded into the wagons several

families shared one wagon and families from two wagons

shared one sleeping tent once loaded the teamsters

drove the wagon to the campground three miles outside of

florence there the emigrants got their first lessons in
44camp life while waiting in camp to begin the trip to

utah the company experienced several violent storms

these storms made evident the fact that the tents were

neither rain nor wind proof

on the fourth of july john and emma with the

others of the hornehome company heard cannons fired in

florence in honor of the day after a day of speeches
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and celebration in the evening they enjoyed dancing under

the stars 45

just prior to the departure of the hornehome company

mail arrived from utah the emigrants welcomed news from

the valley in his diary F W blake commented on an

item of special interest to them

private letters report that brigham young and a
company of celebrities are traveling through the
southern settlements encouraging home manufacturing
and saying that he would like to see them more thickly
populated it is supposed here that the most of the
people in the church trains for this year willbewilwillwll
recommended

aaa6
to

be
proceed to the southern settlements

captain joseph hornehome had spent the past several
seasons in southern utah on the virgin river at hebervillebervillehubervilleHe

47growing cotton his account of the warm winters and the

opportunities for obtaining land just by fencing added

interest to the subject this may have planted the seed

in johns mind that reached fruition the following year

by july 9 all was in readiness and the company

began its wagon trek across the plains depending upon

the terrain and the state of the roads they were able to

cover at least eight and at most thirty miles each day

often they found the condition of the road less than ideal

with sections sometimes alternately rocky sandy or

rutty heavy rainstorms could produce mud several feet
deep on the road they forded most of the streams and

rivers with their wagons except for the few crossings with
48ferry boats

A highlight of the journey for the hornehome company

ngs
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was the pioneer day celebration on july 24 after
traveling eighteen miles they camped and ate dinner

later following brief remarks by brothers jacob gates and

claudius V spencer a grand ball was held in honor of

the day the utah teamsters carried the day in
49dancing everyone enjoyed themselves well

while enroute to utah the emigrants ate plain
food that could have become monotonous to avoid this
they supplemented camp fare with wild fruit grapes

cherries currants and gooseberries picked along the
way the men caught fish in the streams and shot wild

ducks rabbits and antelope adding fresh game to their
diet when the company reached the sweetwater in wyoming

bacon had become scarce so an ox was killed and the meat

distributed among the families

the mormon road was very welltraveledwell thetraveled summer

of 1861 going west were the twelve latterdaylatter saintday

emigrant trains four church teams and eight independent

companies in addition several mormon freighters had
52fitted out near florence several times the hornehomehooe

company passed army regiments going east on their way to
war later they saw a train of ten large army wagons and

afterward closer to utah a mule train they also
watched several mail and passenger coaches pass some

going east others going west and overtook two

construction crews erecting poles for the overland

telegraph company
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while traveling in the hornehome company to utah

john and emma had many new and exciting experiences the
country they traversed was very different from england

it seemed much larger and was virtually unoccupied by

humans except for a few isolated settlers and the

indians frequently indians came into camp to beg for
food or to trade part of the animal life they saw was

new to them they had never seen lizards rattlesnakes
or antelope more familiar to them were the wild ducks

rabbits and ground squirrels the creatures which

perhaps disturbed them most were the mosquitoes that often
54kept them awake at night

john and emma also found camp life quite a

departure from their daily routine in england they

walked most of the day seldom riding in the wagon at
night they slept in a tent with several other families
they washed their clothes in the streams they passed

their meals were cooked over an open fire often fueled by

buffalo chips which john gathered when wood was scarce

the men took turns guarding the cattle at night the
most exciting new thing in their lives however had

nothing to do with the trip by mid august emma became

aware that she was expecting their first child
on september 11 when joseph horneshomes company

arrived at the summit of big mountain john and emma got

their first glimpse of salt lake valley what a welcome

sight there was much rejoicing the long overland
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journey was almost complete it had been sixtythreesixty daysthree

since they left florence for john and emma it had been

almost five months since they had bid goodbyegood tobye their
family and friends in birmingham

the next morning the joseph hornehome company was

delayed while each head of household gave his signed

promissory notes for the cost of emigration to the
perpetual emmigrationmigrationimmigrationEm fund company agents joseph young and

amos musser johns note totaled 109.4510945 by four

oclock when all business had been completed the wagons

traveled six miles down emigration canyon before stopping

to spend the night early the next morning september

13 the company broke camp for the last time and by
59afternoon arrived in salt lake city

john and emma saw the same features in salt lake

city that mark twain described seeing that same year

there were no visible loafers drunkards or noisy

people everywhere were intent faces and busy hands and a

general11general air of neatness repair thrift and comfort was

around and about and over the whole the streets were

wide with clear water running in ditches on both sides

these ditches had branches to carry water to the orchards

and gardens of the home owners sir richard F burton

during his stay in 1860 noted that the homes were

generally of adobe in a barn shape with wings and lean

tos and were all turned endways to the street giving a

suburban look to the settlement he felt that salt lake

57 58
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quorumquoruffi the presidency of the salt lake stake of

zion and the patriarchs were seated on the stand in his
opening remarks president brigham young said that because

46

city was on the whole a vast improvement upon its
contemporaries in the mississippi and missouri valleys

As the hornehome wagon train arrived in the valley

the immigrants were warmly greeted then escorted to the

eighth ward public square after being officially
welcomed by church leaders friends and other members

they were provided with a good meal and perhaps even

entertained with music and dancing subsequently the

bishops of salt lake city helped find temporary housing

for each family until they could be permanently located
john soon found employment as a cabinet maker

64with william capener A native of london england

capener had built a cabinet shop on second east between

first and second south caskets as well as furniture
were made in the shop and the demand was often greater for

the former than for the latter because wages were low

john also made furniture on his own time to supplement his
income since money was scarce he traded the pieces not

needed in their home for food and household equipment

less than a month later john and emma attended

their first general conference of the church it was held

in the bowery on temple square on october 6 7 and 8

the first presidency ten of the twelve apostles the
presidency of the seventies the presidency of the high

priests
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this first day of conference was on the sabbath we will
devote it to teaching the spiritual things of the kingdom

and then tomorrow we will attend to business the

leaders then spoke to the subjects of faithfalth obedience

tithing consecration gifts of the spirit observance and

reverence for the sabbath the authority and duties of the

aaronic and melchizedek priesthoodsPriest thehoods first principles
of the gospel and of the need for the saints to be united

in all things at the beginning of the monday morning

session president young attended to the business of the

conference among other things discussed was the call for

volunteers to go to washington county to raise cotton

indigo grapes figs and other such articles as cannot be

raised in the northern counties apparently there were

no volunteers because at the end of the afternoon session
brigham young announced that as the brethren did not

volunteer for this mission the presidency and the twelve

would make the selections and they would expect the

brethren to go and to stay until they were released A

list of the 309 families called to go was read from the
C Q

pulpit before the conference ended once again the

semitropicalsemi regiontropical of southern utah discussed by joseph

hornehome while crossing the plains was brought to the

attention of john and emma

the hintonswintons were very busy during their first
winter in salt lake city emma was preparing for the

birth of their first child and because william capener did
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not have enough work to keep him busy john was making

furniture at home some of it was for their home but he

hoped to sell one particularly lovely table many people

admired it but none could afford to buy it colonel
reese an army provisions officer had supplies left after
federal troops in utah had returned to the eastern states

fi 9because of the civil war he bought the table and paid

for it with enough flour and bacon to last them all
winter on november 30 in fulfillment of their
religious expectations john and emma went to the

endowment house to receive their blessings and have their
marriage sealed for time and all eternity in the

spring on april 7 1862 their first child john maurice
72hinton was born

in northern utah the winter of 1861 had been

very cold and fuel very scarce by spring john and emma

began to consider alternatives available to them they

again heard talk of the southern mission sometimes called
the cotton mission erastus snow president of the

mission in a progress report to brigham young that
spring had requested additional help to subdue the big

county 11 he was hoping for five hundred more workers

the previous october president snow had admomishedadmonished the

first group of missionaries not to take along any heavy

furniture there was plenty of timber in the vicinity to

make bedsteads and other articles of furniture so a good
74turner cabinet maker was needed in the mission at
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the october 1862 general conferenceConfer brighamencel young

answered snows plea with a call to over two hundred

additional families to go to the cotton mission

for many years john and emma had planned and

prepared to gather to zion they had felt that salt
lake city was the end of their journey although john had

left england a single man he now had a wife and child to

support to best fulfill that responsibility he now

chose to go to the most southern part of utah territory
the cotton mission it appeared to john that with over

five hundred new families in the area all needing

furniture great economic opportunity awaited a young

ambitious cabinet maker unafraid of hard work john and

emma were going south as volunteers
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CHAPTER 111IIIlil

VIRGIN CITY

A COMMUNITY BEGINS

to reconstruct the life of an individual who did

not leave any personal writings one must rely upon the

writings of others and even more upon community history
virgin city was to be john nock hintons community for the

next half century it had its beginnings shortly after
the latterdaylatter saintsday first reached the salt lake valley

in the summer of 1847 almost immediately brigham young

had ordered a geographic study of the great basin

explorations disclosed areas of fertilefertilef easily tilled
land and by 1862 more than fifty oases in a belt two to

ten miles wide extending nearly the full length of what

is now utah were found to be suitable for settlements
towns first appeared along the wasatch front in

salt lake weber and utah counties in 1851 parowancarowanPa therowan

first community in southern utah was founded A short
time later cedar city was established as the iron

mission these settlements were stepping stones to the

colonization of washington county south of the rim of the
great basin the purpose of this colonization was four

56
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fold first to convert the indians to mormonism second

to secure the southwestern approach to the great basin

third to develop new trade and emigration routes by way

of the colorado river and the old spanish trail and

fourth to make the mormon people economically independent
2by raising warm weather crops especially cotton

As early as 1854 mormon missionaries were

working with the indians in washington county their
experiments with growing cotton on the santa clara creek
were brought to the attention of brigham young beginning

in 1856 he sent additional small companies who over the
next five years were successful in the culture of cotton

at washington hebervillebervillehubervilleHe and tonaquintTona

the

quint

actual settlement of virgin city was

precipitated by a series of events beginning on july 24

1857 while brigham young was with a large group of his

followers celebrating the tenth annual pioneer day in big

cottonwood canyon he received news that an army of the

united states was marching to utah historically mormon

religious economic political and social practices had

been a source of conflict and irritation to many

convinced that the mormon people were in a state of

rebellion against the government and at the urging of a

powerful eastern press president james buchanan

dispatched an army to utah many members of the church

viewed the coming army as a continuation of the

persecutions they had suffered earlier when their enemies

3
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had driven them from their homes first in new york then
4in ohio missouri and illinois this was especially

true in the isolated southern utah settlements where

rumors of an impending invasion from california added to

the agitation the prospective conflict soon assumed the
proportions of a holy war this excitement culminated

southwest of cedar city in a most horrendous manner

the mountain meadow massacre occurred september

7 1857 on the california trail in washington county

twentyfivetwenty milesfive from cedar city A large group of

immigrants composed of the fancher train of families from

arkansas and a group of men who called themselves the

missouri wildcats were traveling the southern route

through the territory on their way to california some of

the men of this second group boasted to the mormons that
they had participated in the hauns mill massacre and

other mobbingsdobbingsmob againstbings the church in missouri the recent
news of the death of the beloved apostle parley P pratt
who had been assassinated in arkansas as he was returning
home from a mission added friction to the situation utah

was placed under martial law and moreover its leaders
had instructed the people not to sell their now precious

supplies tension increased when some immigrants who

could not obtain the supplies they needed simply

expropriated them from the mormon farmers the situation
was further complicated by the fact that the indians

believed the company had poisoned their wells causing the

in
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death of some of their tribesmen as well as their
livestock the indians first surrounded and then attacked
the immigrants at mountain meadows meeting with more

opposition than they had anticipated they asked their
mormon friends for help the local leaders not only

feared antagonizing the indians but felt that they were

already partners with them because a few impulsive young

mormon men had killed an immigrant as he was trying to go

for help the iron county militia in response to the
request of the indians joined them in the battle in

which some 120 men and women of the train were killed
caught up in the hysteria of the moment the participants

first viewed this battle as the opening of the anticipated

conflict with the united states army once the deed was

accomplished however they soon realized the enormity of

their action juanita brooks tells how in the aftermath

of the massacre the men involved began looking for new

places to live
not that they feared the law but that they could not
face their neighbors they wanted their children to
grow up far away so that they would not hear of it
or become connected with it

meanwhile in salt lake city brigham youngs

strategy for dealing with the united states army had

matured first the utah militia would conduct a campaign

of bloodless harrassmentharras tosment delay the army in wyoming

until spring brigham hoped that this would allow enough

time for the public fervor to subside and a peaceful

6
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settlement to be effected As a last resort the citizens
would abandon then burn their homes and fields and flee
to a safe refuge where they would set up new communities

to find a place of refuge brigham young commissioned

several exploring parties from the southern settlements to
8search the desert for possible sites

the first group was led by john D lee who left
fort harmony on february 8 1858 accompanied by joseph

hornehome and his company of cotton farmers whose instructions
had been to find a location suitable for growing cotton

however there may have been another reason for this
junket as lee recorded in his diary on the above date

I1 started south according to my appointment to locate
or point out the location intended to be made by pres
B young for a restingrenting place for his family & that of
the 1st presidency

during the following week these men examined the land at
the junction of the santa clara and the virgin river as

well as the valley below although lee preferred the
upper site the cotton farmers chose the lower one

president young was considering all possible solutions to

the situation and this was one choice open to him

the largest and most ambitious excursion was the

little known white mountain expedition led by william H

dame and george W bean who from april to june 1858

searched for arable land water forage and timber
among the more than 160 men in the company were some who

had been in the vicinity when the mountain meadow massacre

10
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occurred and were hopeful of finding new homes away from
12cedar city in various sized groups the men explored

in excess of 2000 square miles in southeast nevada and

southwest utah where according to an old inaccurate john

C fremont map in a mountain range running east and west

was supposed to be a series of suitable oases however

what they found was about 170 acres of marginal

agricultural land but no eastwesteast mountainwest range no

sizeable rivers nor substantial stands of timber the

optimistic explorers tried to establish settlements they

surveyed townsitestown andsites planted fields only to see the
crops wither and die by midsummermid poisonedsummer by alkali

14brought to the surface by irrigation water on july 24

the entire project was abandoned and the men were sent
home not having found the lookedforlooked refugefor
meanwhile brigham young and newly appointed governor

alfred cumming had resolved peacefully the major

differences between the mormons and the federal troops

removing the necessity for resettling the saints
upon returning to their homes in iron county

some of these men still had hopes of finding new

settlement sites two more parties one from cedar city
and another one from parowancarowanPa exploredrowan the higher valleys

of the virgin river in early september nephi johnson

traveled south from cedar city down ash creek to newly

established toquerville from there with some indians

he went east up an indian trail to explore the upper

in
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virgin river valley they traveled up the river by-

passing the east fork and the parunuweap canyon into what

is now zion national park along the river bottom he

found pockets of fertile alluvial land in a strip almost

twenty miles long and in some places as much as a half
mile wide he thought water from the virgin river and

north creek would be sufficentsufficientsuffi tocent irrigate the land

johnson also noted that there was rock for building

material and in adjoining valleys and highlands timber

and excellent pasturage he returned to cedar city and

reported to stake president isaac C haight that
settlement could be made in the upper virgin river

17valley on september 24 president haight wrote to

brigham young for permission to have a settlement

established along the river in his reply president
young granted the permission haight sought

I1 should be very much pleased if the brethernethernbretherdbr were
desirous of doing so to have a settlement made in some
of those pockets of the rio virgin which have lately
been explored of course the principle object of the
settlement would be to raise cotton but I1 should very
much like to have a vineyard for some five thousand
grape cuttings put out immediately with a view of
making wine

president haight in turn passed this permission

and council on to nephi johnson who with with a number of

others established a settlement on the confluence of north

creek and the virgin river first called pocketvillePocket butville
later renamed virgin city

the other exploring group of eleven men left

cuttings
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parowancarowan on september 6 under the direction of jesse N

smith who had been called by apostle george A smith to

explore the headwaters of the virgin river searching for
places cotton would grow the group went east up through
parowancarowan canyon over cedar mountain to long valley it
followed the east fork of the virgin river through meadows

and high cool valleys until it passed through the narrow

parunuweap canyon there the men were forced to climb to

the south rim where they made their way west through very

rough country over plateaus and canyons until they could

work their way back down to the virgin river back-

tracking upstream through the upper valley the men

explored some fifteen miles to where the east fork emerged
19from the parunuweap canyon upon returning to parowancarowanPa

jesse
rowan

N smith sent his report to george A smith in salt
lake city although impressed with the long valley area

he recognized that it was probably too cold for cotton but

thought other crops would flourish there on the other
hand he felt that the upper virgin river valley which

nephi johnson favored was not desirable for settlement
he pointed to evidence of heavy flooding and noted that a

rise of a few inches of water could inundate the narrow
20canyon completely from side to side in his answering

letter george A smith advised that no settlement of long

valley should be made at that time he did however give

permission for any of the parowancarowan brethernethernbretherdbr wishing to

join nephi johnson in the toquerville reserve
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21settlement to do so 2 1 none of the men known to

have been with this exploring group settled in the upper

virgin river valley
anxious for new land to settle and armed with

brigham youngs sanction nephi johnson with a small

company of men began on december 6 to construct a road

across the mountains east of toquerville it took two

weeks to build a very rough road and get their wagons to

where virgin city now stands they then laid out the town

with ropes and drew lots for the land soon they had

water on the ground they had chosen to farm by way of

irrigation canals and ditches in the latter part of

february 1859 a few families moved to virgin making it
22the first settlement in the upper virgin river valley

virgin city was first named pocketvillePocket becauseville
it was situated in an alluvial pocket next to the virgin

river by july 27 of that year it had been renamed for

the river as an entry in the journal history called it
virgin city however there were still references to it

23as pocketvillePocket forville several more years the naming of

the river is credited to father escalante who in 1776

placed it on spanish maps as rio de la vergen it is
noteworthy that the local indians had two names for it
one was pah rushrusha meaning in english water that tastes

24salt the other one was pah russ dirty water both

names are quite applicable to the characteristics of the

river
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the families of virgin city spent the next three
years working to improve and develop their new community

As in most utah towns the basis of the economy was

agriculture and livestock because crop production in

this arid desert climate was dependent upon irrigation
the maintenance of the canals and ditches was of prime

importance water would often seep through the sandy

banks of the newly made ditches causing them to give way

making it necessary for the men to spend many hours

keeping the water running to the crops the settlers of

virgin spent 1100 on the irrigation system during the
25185918601859 season1860 but the second years operation was

9 fi
much less costly at 408.5240852 despite this handicap the

farmers were enthusiastic about growing warm weather

crops they planted cotton sugar cane for molasses

corn vines11vines spring wheat and melons their livestock
27consisted mainly of sheep goats and milk cows

another important source of income for the people

of virgin city was cottonwood ashes cottonwood trees
grew abundantly along the river bottoms ashes from these

trees were better than those of other trees for softening

water the villagers carefully saved their ashes and

hauled them to the nearbynear townsby to trade for other
9 R

commodities

soon after virgin city was foundfounded religious and

civic organizations were effected early in 1859 stake
president isaac C haight organized virgin city as a

26

28

11

edl

40852
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branch attached to the harmony ward under bishop william
29rees davis nephi johnson was appointed branch

president members of the community constructed a sixteen
by eighteen foot public building of logs which served the

residents for all church social and civic meetings

during the december 1859 term the washington county

court designated virgin city as precinct six in the
county alexander J ingram was appointed justice of the
peace to serve until the next election A short time

later the court also appointed james W bay constable
and andrew J stratton road supervisor within this
frameworkframe thework people of virgin city were able to govern

themselves

apostle amasa lyman visited the new settlement in

april 1859 observing several hundred acres of land

with rich soil that could be cheaply watered from the

river plenty of cottonwood trees for fencing and good

range for small stock he counseled the people to stay

build up the place make comfortable homes and support

schools moreover he urged other settlers to come

because there was additional land of equal quality
upstream however despite this plea the population of

virgin city grew slowly by july of 1859 eleven families
a total of fortysixforty personssix made their homes there

visitors and residents alike encouraged new adventurers

especially men with capital to invest in machinery for
32workingtworkingorking cotton into various useful articles

30

31

1132tw
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in december 1859 under the leadership of nathan
C tenny several families from virgin city moved six
miles upstream and settled grafton the 1860 census

lists both communities together under virgin city there
was then a total of seventynineseventy individualsnine constituting
sixteen families in the area eight unoccupied dwellings

testify that at least eight families were not inclined to

remain and build up the place as brother lyman had
34admonished A third settlement on the north bank of the

river just a short distance above grafton was founded in

the fall of 1860 by philip klingensmith it was

appropriately called adventure

of the men who either worked or lived in the

upper virgin river valley from the founding of virgin
city in early 1859 until the arrival of the first group of

cotton missionaries called by brigham young in 1861

twentythreetwenty arethree known some only helped build the road

but never established homes there others moved their
families there after the road was finished no one

historical source has been found that lists all of these
men table 1 however provides a list compiled from

various sources

in may of 1861 brigham young and a large

entourage visited southern utah this36 trip began just
after the commencement of the civil war with the war

came the distinct possibility that cotton previously

obtained from the southern states might no longer be

33

35
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TABLE 1

MEN OF THE UPPER VIRGIN RIVER VALLEY settlement
TO DECEMBER 1861

NAME
AGE BUILT JHC 1860 MH

1858 ROAD PLACE 1859 CENS V G SOURCES

BARNEY HENRY 44
BAY JAMES W 35
BRADSHABRADSHAW JOHN 62
BRADSHABRADSHAW SAMUEL 36
BRIMHALLBRIM JOHNHALLrhally 33
DAVIS JAMES
DAVISdavisrdaviar WILLIAM R 53
DODGE ENOCH E
HASLEM WILLIAM 44
HIGBEE JOHN M 30
INGRAM ALEXANDER J 56
JOHNSON JOEL H 55
JOHNSON NEPHI 25
JOHNSON SETH 21
JOHNSON SEXTUS 28
klingensmith PHILIP 41
MCFATE JAMES 52
PLATT BENJAMIN 25
SHIRTS DON CARLOS 21
SHIRTS KING DARIUS 23
STRATTOSTRATTON ANTHONY J 34
TENNY NATHAN C 38
WORKMAN ANDREW J 24
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place

JHC 1859

1860 census
MH

sources

alphabeticallyalphabetic arranged
As taken from census records
helpheip build the first road to virgin city
settled in virgin city grafton or

adventure
number in household as listed in the

journal history aprilapri 14 1859185
number in household as listed in census
residents as listed in the manuscriptmanuscripmanuscript

historieshistorifistori of virgin city andor graftonrafton
1 bleak annals of the southern

mission HDC
2 bradshabradshaw under dixiedixi sun
3 cleland andanzana brooks diaries of john D

lee
4 larson I1 was called to dixie
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available in utah the church leaders returned to salt
lake city convinced of the practicality of growing cotton

as a stable crop and of the need to expand settlement in

the area john nock hinton arrived in utah just in time

for the 1861 october semiannualsemi conferenceannual of the church

and heard the first general call for 307 families to grow

cotton and other warm weather crops in the southern

mission it was not until the second call in 1862

however that john and emma responded as volunteers

of the 307 families called in 1861 several

settled in the upper valley although the majority went on

down stream to found st george arriving in late
november and december the newcomers had not yet had time

to build houses of any kind but were still living in wagon

boxes when the great storm of januaryfebruaryjanuary 1862february
Q

commenced on january 16 after more than two weeks of

steady rain the virgin river had risen fifteen feet
above the high water mark the oldest resident indian

39could not remember such a flood as that one the houses

of grafton came floating down the river with the

furniture clothing and other possessions of the

inhabitants barrels of molasses along with other

personal belongings were hauled out of the river at
virgin city the town of grafton was completely destroyed

and much of the soil from the farms of the river bottom
40land in virgin city was washed away joseph young

following a visit to the area a few months later reported

37

38
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the people of virgin city duncans retreat and
rockville are a little downcast over the loss of their
farms many of which without any leave quit claim
or permit stampeded last winter and when last heard
from were making great headway as the rapid current of
the riqrigirig i virgin would give them toward the colorado
river 41

jesse N smith had been right in 1858 when he

predicted heavy flooding along the virgin in the upper

middle valley moreover this was just the beginning

flooding along the river was to be the nemesis of the
people of the cotton mission for many decades to come

sandy banks and quicksand bottoms made the virgin river
almost impossible to tame building dams and ditches to

bring water on the land for irrigation purposes proved to
42be very costly and time consuming the whole community

worked together on these projects all too often sudden

rainstorms in the mountains above town would cause flash
floods which destroyed the irrigation system and washed

away bottomland fields
the great flood did not damage the newly begun

upper ditch in virgin city this ditch was to bring north

creek water to the uncultivated land on the bench above

town duncan chapman had been appointed to survey the

route and supervise the construction after an

expenditure of 1800 it was completed in the latter part
43of april 1862 when the water was turned into the

ditch the people were heartsick to see that the water

would not run due to a miscalculation in the surveying

the ditch ran uphill the incident was immortalized in a

rivi
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local folk song

way down south in pocketvillePocket
where

ville
duncan dug his ditch uphill 44

since this costly mistake left the town

completely without water the people decided to dig

another ditch the lower town ditch to bring water onto

the fields in the south part of town in hopes of saving

the orchards and gardens this new ditch surveyed by

nephi johnson and george B gardner was completed by the
45first of june and no crops were lost

in september 1862 brigham young and a group of

church leaders again visited southern utah and virgin
city john V long who accompanied the group described

the trip from toquerville to virgin city
we talk about mountains and valleys hills and dales
ravines gulleysgalleys and gorges rocks stones gravel
sand rivers and creeks well they are all here and
such a road I1 think does not exist anywhere else from
the atlantic to the pacific I1 have seen twisted
files twisted saws and twisted lumber but I1 have
never seen a twist johnsons twist as this but we
were rewarded for all the unpleasant travellingtra whenvelling
we reached the pretty little site on which is being
built virgin city talk about watermelonswater sugarmelons
cane and cotton this is the country for them the
people all look cheerful and appear to enjoy
themselves finely in their new locations

wilford woodruff thought that the upper virgin

river valley was the best place to hide up families and

defend them in time of war for with a few men to oppose

it no army could get into the pockets and openings of the
47valley it appears that one goal of the founders of

virgin city to find isolated homes away from the iron
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county vicinity had been met As a result of his
observation of the conditions in the southern settlements
brigham young made the second call in the following

october general conference for 224 more families to go to

the southern cotton mission this opportunity must have

appealed to john and emma for this was when they decided

to make their home in virgin city

48
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CHAPTER IV

ANOTHER MOVE

LOOKING FOR GREATER ECONOMIC opportunity

it was autumn 1862 and john nock hinton had

been a member of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter
saints

day

for over six years his decision to be baptized

had changed the direction of his life because of it he

left his native land married emma spendlove and crossed
an ocean and half a continent yet even at that they had

not reached the end of their journey there was one trek

still to make one that would lead john and emma to the

edge of the frontier where they would become familiar with

floods droughts grasshoppers and indians

in anticipation of leaving salt lake city john

sold everything he could including the furniture he had

made for their home and the city lot he had purchased

expecting to build a house however with so many

families trying to liquidate their assestsassentsass itests soon became

a buyers market cash money was and had been a scarce

item among the mormonscormonsMor somons he bartered for anything useful
he could get he traded a nice bureau to bob sharkie a

main street tinsmith for a milk strainer and pans a

78
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large camp kettle and coffee mill all household
2equipment that served them well in years to come

A substantial amount of preparation was necessary

to get ready for the trip south they would need a sturdy
wagon to withstand the rough roads As erastus snow had

counseled earlier only the barest essentials should be

taken they must have johns cabinet making tools seeds

farming implements perhaps some small farm animals

clothing bedding cooking utensils and food food was

of prime importance to john and emma for it had to be

sufficient to last for almost a year even with early
planting no harvest could be expected until midsummer

emma prepared the needed food much the same as did elethra
bunker who described it in her biography it was

customary to

wheat for bread and

cereal rounded out their fare
just as with the previous years settlers not

all of the cotton missionaries traveled in a single

organized company there were several different groups

who went south in late november and december of 1862

john and emma left salt lake city around the first of

december and traveled with the george W lufkin family

winter weather throughout utah is generally cold and often

3

0 bake loaves of bread cut it in slices
and dry them in the oven these were stored in heavy

sacks as it could be kept for long periods of time without

spoiling corn squash berries peas beans fruit and
4even tomatoes were dried for food

5
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stormy and so this three week journey was less comfortable

than their summer trip across the plains the previous

year on their way they passed through many established
towns including cottonwood lehi american fork battle
creek pleasant grove provo springvilleSpring spanishville fork
payson nephi holden fillmore kanosh beaver parowancarowanPa

cedar

rowan

city and harmony it was more than a half days
drive south from harmony that they came to the black

ridge only by hitching extra teams to each wagon were

they able to reach the summit after traveling a short
distance over the rocky terrain john and emma were able

to get their first view of the territory south of the rim

of the great basin immediately in front of them were

hills covered with black volcanic rocks and scrub bushes

to their left was the limestone hurricane fault extending

over a thousand feet high to their right the high pine

valley mountain and in the distance to the southwest they

could see red hills and sand dunes

As the company moved cautiously and slowly along

the narrow dugway leading down the hill the weather

changed becoming perceptively warmer after hours of

difficult travel they reached the valley where pintura

now stands here the volcanic rocks gave way to roundish

gray granite stones from there to an area they called
the sandy a distance of only five miles the road was

often crossed with deep ravines and washes where teams

were again doubled to get the heavy wagons through at

6
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the sandy the road became even worse and the wagons mired

in deep sand here again the teams were doubled and the
men were required to push the wagons up the sandy slope

they finally descended into the village of toquerville
after an additional hours drive south the group stopped

at laverkinVerkinlaversinLa creek to give the animals food and rest before
venturing up the most crooked and the steepest part of the

entire road from salt lake city to virgin city johnsons

twist
traveling almost directly east and climbing with

great difficulty a thousand feet above the valley floor
they finally reached the top of the hurricane fault where

john and emma first glimpsed the upper virgin river
valley they could see stretching in all directions a

scenic panorama to the north was the now familiar pine

valley mountains behind the red sandstone cliffs silver
reef looking west they could see the west mountains

beyond the hurricane and laverkinVerkinlaversinLa flats sand mountain

and st georgegeorgeogeorgew south they saw the flat gooseberry

mountain the capped volcano mollies nipple and rock

canyon mountain the peaks of zion canyon crowned the

eastern horizon again turning the wagons to the east

the company had some very treacherous road to cover going

into virgin city they climbed over low sand hills down

to the river bed and upstream until they finally came to

the alluvial pocket of the virgin river where the village
0

was built

7

cityjohnsons
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this was virgin city it was one of eight small

settlements in the upper virgin river valley below zion
9canyon named for the river it would be home for john

and emma for the next fifty years here they would suffer
deprivation hardship adversity and death here also
they would delight in the goodness of life their family

and their religion looking around they saw a small

settlement of about twentyfivetwenty familiesfive consisting of

log houses and dugouts with a few newly arrived families

still living in their wagon boxes the deseret news of

september 17 1862 reported that virgin city looked rather
poverty stricken the failure and consequent abandonment

of chapman duncans upper town ditch seemed to have

infected the whole place with a sort of stagnation the

lands on the north side of town thus left without water

were overgrown with weeds which contributed to the poor

appearance however the south side of town watered by

the lower ditch looked much better
several new families moved to virgin in late

1862 john and the other new settlers found plenty to do

clearing and leveling the land constructing irrigation
ditches plowing and planting additionally they built
some kind of structure in which to house their families

like most new settlers john built a oneroomone dugoutroom home

he began by digging a hole in a sidehillside lininghill the

walls with flat rocks and pounding down the dirt floor
he used cottonwood logs for gables and roof timbers which

10
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he then covered with a thatch of cottonwood brush upon

this brush he laid a covering of cottonwood branch or

pressed cane and finished it off with a layer of earth
on one end he built a fireplace of stone for cooking

thus he created a dwelling that was ideally suited for
the climate cool in summer and warm in winter but vastly
different from johns home in england

the contrast between virgin city and birmingham

could not have have been greater it truly was a new and

very different world in which john found himself he soon

discovered that wages in virgin city were not only lower

than in salt lake city but often nonexistentnon sinceexistent
there were no industries farming was the chief
occupation so john set about to wrestle a living from the

earth he had to learn the new skills needed to conquer

the desert several of the other virgin city families had

also come from england many of them like john nock

hinton had come from manufacturing districts in the

midlands their former lives had not equipped them

to deal with the realities of the desert frontier
nevertheless having fully embraced this new life they

eagerly tackled each new challenge no doubt the chores

of the stockman were confusing at first to many of the

english converts the neighbors found it amusing to see
12city bred englishmen try to be effective cowboys they

laughed with john spendlove jr when he discovered that he

had planted the neverbeforeseennever grapevinebefore cuttingsseen

11
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by spring 1863 thirtyfivethirty familiesfive resided in

virgin city there were no merchants or stores and no

public buildings save one the one room school house made

of cottonwood logs with a dirt floor church school and

all public meetings were held there culinary water was

hauled in barrels from the river very often the barrels
would be a quarter full of silt and mud making it
necessary to allow time for it to settle before dippers

were slid into the water carefully so the thick stuff on

14the bottom would be left undisturbed again this was

very different from johns english home where culinary
water was piped into the house

although the upper virgin river valley supported

several small mormon settlements another people also
lived there at the time of mormon settlement in the

1860s there were upwards of a thousand paiute indians

locally called piedesbiedes in several bands camped along the

stream near rockville virgin city toquerville
washington fields and on the santa clara each of these

bands recognized as leader chief tut se gavitsdavits head of

the tonaquints living on the santa clara the chief held

them all together under regular tribal control they

lived in primitive wickiupswicki andups wore sparse clothing
consisting of breechclouts skirts and robes all made

from rabbit skins their hunting equipment consisted of

bows and arrows supplemented by stone skinning knives
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the indians raised corn squash and beans but they

depended mostly upon fish birds wild game wild fruit
roots and seeds for food

angus M woodbury in his history of southern utah

and its national parks recounts that with the coming of

the settlers the indian way of life gradually

disintegrated the whites frequently settled on indian

campsites and occupied indian farmlands their livestock
grazed on the grass that had formerly supplied seeds and

crowded out the game upon which the indians had formerly

subsisted this reduction of food supply brought the

indians into economic dependence upon the mormonscormonsMor

moreover

mons

within a few years the settlers had more food

and clothing than the indians ever dreamed possible As

it became more difficult for the indians to maintain

themselves they turned to begging from the mormonscormonsMor

another

mons

circumstance that reduced the indian population

was the introduction of new and strange whiteman

diseases that proved fatal in many cases of the thousand

piedesbiedes living along the virgin river in the 1860s the
very last descendent peter harrison died june 1945

these indians even with their diminishing number exerted
a great influence upon the mormon settlements for several

decades

in virgin city early in 1863 some of the new-

comers became dissatisfied because of the delay in

finishing the upper irrigation ditch that was to bring

15
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water to their town lots and asked for permission to move

their families onto their farming lands because their
instructions had been to keep the settlers together for

their mutual protection from indian ravages and to have

the advantages of schools meetings etc the local

authorities put the question to president erastus snow

at length president snow gave his consent and john

dalton james jepson and a few others moved to their farms

a mile and a half above virgin city this became the

village of dalton also a branch of toquerville ward

in late december 1863 emmas father and step-

mother john and maria spendlove two brothers william

and john jr and john jr s wife mary arrived in virgin
city from england it had been two and a half years since
emma had seen them john nock hintons family in
birmingham had sent with them many useful items that were

not available in southern utah among the things for john

and emma were clothes for baby john from his grandfather
18hintons hosiery warehouse

the spendlovesSpend movedloves into the dugout with john

and emma for a short time while they built a dugout for
themselves eight people including baby john in one

small room made for crowed quarters indeed of these

eight people four were named john crowded as they were

emma was delighted that so many of her family were in

virgin city 19

for john and emma the first few years in

17
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southern utah were very difficult years later joseph S

black a fellow newcomer recalled those days it was a

time to try the hearts of men and women the premise

upon which the cotton mission was established was that
cotton would be grown extensively accordingly in the

early 1860s the residents of virgin city planted most of

their farmland into cotton they anticipated that they

could exchange it in the communities of northern utah for

wheat foodstuffs and other needed commodities however

when the demand for cotton was minimal in utah they were

unable to sell it or exchange it for wheat and severe food
21shortages developed many times the hintonswintons had only

pigweed and lucerne greens for food frequently when

wheat was unavailable they ground cane and broom seed

into flour to use for bread during these hard times not

only were many families poorly housed in dugouts and log

homes but they also suffered from shortages of food and

clothing when john had left england his mother had made

sure he had a goodly supply of clothing when food

shortages occurred this clothing became wealth that he

traded for food to last the family until the next

harvest

in the april 20 1864 session of the southern

mission conference apostles orson pratt and erastus snow

both counseled the people south of the rim of the great

basin to grow more wheat thereafter farmers planted

more food crops and the food shortages were gradually

2 0
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farms on the upper virgin were small so it was

not a matter of growinggrowinbrowin both cotton and foodstuffs but an

eitherortherorei situation the early land certificates listed
in the kane county abstraabstractaastra book included in the
appendix show that the farms owned by the virgin city men

averaged 8.55855855 acres johns north dalton farm was only

slighty smaller than this at 8.26826826 acres only eight men

held more than ten acres

table 2

VIRGIN CITY

MEN OWNING MORE THAN TEN ACRES OF LAND

andrew J workman
george lufkin
nephi johnson
dennison harris
ira sutton
william beebe
lewis brewer
alexander wright

76.737673
38.4038403840
37.5337533753
17.6217621762
13.8013801380
13.4013401340
11.901190
10.101010

source land certificates kane county abstract book
county courthouse kanabcanab utah

As the people in virgin city began to build

better more permanent homes john found sporadic work as

a carpenter but building molasses barrels and coffins was
24more lucrative since little cash money circulated

barter and trade remained the medium of exchange it was

not until several years later that the residents of the

g

earlyaly

ct
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village could afford the fine furniture john was capable

of making john like the other men supported his family

with subsistence farming

the black hawk indian war that broke out in san

pete county in 1865 had repercussions for the people

living in washington and kane counties ute unrest was

contagious and the southern paiutes were also stirred
into an occasional attack the first incident occuredoccurred in

late december when a group of paiutes raided kanabcanab and

made off with some horses navajos from across the

colorado river also raided the southern settlements
during the winter a band of navajos and pauitespanites stole a

herd of dr james M whitmores sheep and killed whitmore

and his herdsman robert mcintyremclntyre in the vicinity of pipe

springs on the arizona strip southwest of virgin city A

cavalry detachment of about fifty men from st george set
out in pursuit five indians who had in their possession

much of the clothing and personal effects of the murdered

men were captured As the evidence of guilt seemed

conclusive the indians were turned loose and shot as they

attempted to run the sheep were never recovered it was

assumed that they had been taken across the colorado river
by the navajosnava3osnavajasNava

the

26jos

indian raids continued and members of the
27berry family from long valley were killed the menace

to the settlers seemed so serious that on may 2 1866

president brigham young declared martial law and issued

25
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instruction for the settlers to concentrate in fortified
9 8

communities of at least 150 men on october 6 virgin
city was designated as a city of refuge and people from

duncansDun retreatcanis dalton mountain dell millvillemillevilleMill andville
29some from long valley moved there the population

increased to about 500 houses were either built or

moved to the center square and faced inward for
protection the cows and other animals were all put into
a public corral and guarded day and night each day the
men would leave the fort and go back to their respective

settlements to work in the fields this was exhausting

time consuming and a great burden to the people

one morning during this time emma hinton had

just taken her freshlybakedfreshly breadbaked from the oven when four

or five large navajo indians came rushing into the dugout

frightening her very much she could not understand what

they said but as they talked to one another they pointed

to the hot bread sitting on the table when she concluded

that it was only the bread they wanted she gave it all to

them and was very much relieved when they quickly left her

in peace

by the end of 1867 the indian troubles on the
upper virgin river subsided and the people were able to

34move back to their former homes however it was not

until late 1870 that all hostilities ceased and peace was

officallyofficiallyoffi agreedcally upon by the indians and the settlers
the residents of virgin city continued making

28
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improvements on their lands and property like them john

farmed a little raised a good garden and had an orchard

with all kinds of fruit he tested out many new varieties
of grapes and peaches including the elberta peachpeachopeache the36

molasses they made from cane became one of the principal
items of trade for the town john would take molasses

eggs butter fruits and chickens to peddle in pioche a

mining town in southeastern nevada this trip took almost

a week but was usually profitable and was one of the few

opportunitesopportunities to sell for cash

early in the spring of 1868 john sold the dugout

home for molasses to joseph hopkins who had married

emmasemmalsemmala aunt ann spendlove the hinton family then moved

to mountain dell an even smaller village four miles north

of virgin city A year later when the hopkins family

moved to glendale in long valley john bought back the
3 0

dugout and the hintonswintons returned to virgin city
from

38

its beginning leaders of the church had

admonished the members to be self sufficentsufficient to grow or

produce everything they used disapproving of gentile
profit seeking brigham young constantly warned his

followers about becoming slaves to gentile merchants and

expected the saints to trade only with one another

brigham young and other church leaders sought a solution
to the threat that the coming of the railroad in 1868

39posed to mormon trade sovereignty lorenzo snow

organized the brigham city cooperative institution in

37
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1864 this was used as a basis for the organization of the

entire economy of the community to develop all of the
necessary industries to make brigham city self

40sufficentsufficientsuffi thiscent became a model for other communities in

utah in 1869 the cooperative movement took hold in

virgin city in april a mercantile cooperative

association was organized with the wards of rockville
41virgin city harrisburg and toquerville the virgin

city coopco storeop was operated by bishop john parker and

his family the porch of their home was enclosed to

provide the necessary room on a trip to salt lake city
1000.00100000 worth of goods was purchased and 100.0010000 worth

42was sold the first day the store was opened later
endeavoring to make the ward self sufficentsufficient they also
organized a cooperative wool growing association and the

cooperative cattle association with the blue springs

ranch on kolobdolob mountain as their rangeland the coopco
43

op

herd became known as the kolobdolob herd john nock hinton
44invested in at least the last named enterprise

by the end of 1870 john and emma had five

children besides john jr there were three daughters

agnes marian and emma and a second son atkins born

that year they were still living in the little dugout

home that was becoming overcrowdedover andcrowded they were looking

forward to soon improving their housing situation
the hintonswintons heard the news that a temple was to

be built in st george soon after brigham young made the
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ordinances and blessings including marriage for time and

eternity that could be obtained by the faithful only in a

building dedicated especially for that purpose in salt
lake city a temple was in the process of being built while

the endowment house there served as an interim

substitute should any of the saints south of the rim of

the great basin desire these blessings it was necessary

for them to make the difficult and time consuming trip to

salt lake city
construction on the st george temple began on

november 9 1871 the afternoon of the same day the ground

was dedicated president young directed that all the

tithing from beaver and all the wards south be used to

construct the temple many of the men living in the

mission helped build it some of the labor was donated

but most workers were paid in commodities distributed by

the tithing office this building project was a real boon

to the economy of the cotton mission whose resources had
47so often been depleted by drought floods and insects

in 1872 ten years after arriving in virgin city
john hinton bought the sixteen by eighteenfooteighteen logfoot house

that had previously been used as a public building but

recently had been replaced by a larger one he moved it
onto his lot and fixed it up for a residence by this
time there were six children in the family and the little
dugout was just too small later when more rooms were

46
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added to the home the log part became the kitchen
emma was a fastidious houskeeper her home was

the epitome of cleanliness and her food preparation was

immaculate citybredcity johnbred never learned to milk a cow

so emma did it when the boys were old enough to take

over the job she still would not allow it because they

did not keep the milk clean enough for her even giving

birth to children did not keep her from doing it the day

after a child was born she would insist on doing the
49milking again one morning as she went to milk the cow

she opened the chicken coop door to check on the

chickens there was a wild cat in the corner and nearly

all the chickens were dead on the floor the wild cat
was so full of blood sucked from the chickens that it

could not move 11 oliver stratton their neighbor from

across the street came over and shot the cat he and his

brotherbrotherfbrothers albert traded live chickens for the dead ones

which they took home and fed to their families
brigham young called the cooperative movement of

the late 1860s only a stepping stone to what is called

the order of enoch but what is in reality the order of

heaven when brigham young arrived in st george for

his winter visit of 187318741873 he1874 found the area was in

need of economic revitalization the panic of 1873 had

shut down the mines of the pioche nevada area thus

cutting off the lucrative market for local produce and

labor grasshoppers periodic drouthsdroutdroutha and the repeated

48
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flooding of the virgin river had lessened their crops and

depleted their stores bringing the southern communities

to the verge of destitution on feburaryFebu 9rary 1874

president young presented to the local leaders the idea of

establishing the united order of enoch in the st george

stake finding them receptive the order was organized and
52its officers elected with this organization in place

president young publicly presented the new movement the
people responded favorably and some 300 came forward and

placed their names upon the united order roll very

soon a united order was established in each of the

southern settlements

in virgin city the united order was organized on

march 5 1874 by brigham young george A smith and john

W young the officers were john parker president

jefferson wright and andrew J stratton vice presidents
george isom secretary leroy beebe treasurer george B

gardner samuel bradshaw james humphries moses gibson

and william pratt appraisers although there were

several different kinds of orders the one in virgin city
was patterned after the st george order in this type

persons in the community contributed all of their property

to the order and received differential wages and dividends
depending upon their labor and property contribution
increased specialization of labor and cooperative farming

54would increase economic gains of all the people like
most of those living in virgin city john and emma

53
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joined they turned over their horses harnesses and

wagon as well as the building material on hand with which

they planned to build an addition onto their house

in november working for the order john hinton
and james jepson jr made a trip to salt lake city with a

wagonloadwagon ofload dried peaches to sell or trade they had

prepared the peaches by first cutting them in half and

then laying them on large scaffolds to dry in the sun

after loading the wagon john and james started the trip
that would take six weeks As they were crossing ash

creek the king bolt on the wagon broke letting the wagon

box down into a foot of water they replaced the bolt and

continued on their journey they feared the peaches would

be spoiled or moldy when they got to salt lake city but

such was not the case the only difference was that the

load then weighed more than when they left virgin on the

return trip they brought back a load of merchandise for

the coopco storeop and a mowing machine for the united

order 56

many of the united orders failed after the first
year of operation problems arose and there were

disagreements in administrating the plan in other

instances antagonisms arose when not everyone in each

community joined the order in some places there were

those who did not turn over all their property there
were also places where individuals with property lacked

confidence in the local order officers in still others

j oinedcoined

55
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the industrious were reluctant to share with the

idolentindolent the united order of virgin city remained in

operation for two growing seasons before it was

dissolved A neighbor of the hinton family alice isom

years later in her memoirs speculated about the causes

of its demise we were not prepared to live it or for
some reason we went back to the old way to us it seemed

C Q

better when the virgin city united order failed john

had nothing left but some land and a team of horses he
59had to make a new beginning

once the order was dissolved john spent much of

the following winter 187519761875 working1976 on the st george

temple donating the greater part of his time his

skills in cabinet making and woodworking were a valuable

contribution to the beautiful building about this time

john concluded that the people of virgin city and the

other communities on the upper virgin river were finally
economically able to purchase the furniture they had done

without for so long he sold his farmland and his team

for capital to finance a cabinetmakingcabinet shopmaking he began

building a large frame building on the south end of town

to house a turning wheel and circular saw turned by a

water wheel in the river john was looking forward to

being able to make a living at long last solely from his

chosen profession

it took john several months to complete the two

story building he had some difficulty in obtaining the

57
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right kind of machinery to run the equipment after some

time he was able to master the difficulties john jr
was a great help in building the shop and was fast
becoming a skilled cabinet maker in his own right

nineyearoldnine atkinsyear lovedold to play and help in

the shop one day he was standing near the water wheel

which protruded from the floor talking to his father
john his foot slipped and was caught in the trap door

which led to the machinery below this threw him into
the water wheel his left leg caught in the belt on the

wheel which took him around two or three times john was

finally able to free him but only after the leg had been

broken in three places there was only one doctor in the
upper virgin valley a dr allred in springdaleringdaleSp who lived
eighteen miles away A neighbor from virgin rode

horseback to springdale to get the doctor and the doctor

had to use the same mode of transportation to return to

virgin city the leg was finally set but it took many

weeks to heal As a result of this accident atkinsatkins1

always walked with a slight limp because the left leg was

shorter than the right one

john and emma had prospered over the ten years

between 1870 an 1880 their family had increased four
more children thomas maurice annie joel and bernard

bulmer had been born however joel died when he was

only three days old in 1877 this death brought grief to

the whole family all of the other children reached
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maturity married and raised families conditions were

improving for the hintonswintonsHin theytons had a larger home for

their family and john had the furniture shop running

smoothly the business had done well and they decided to
expand it john sold everything he owned except the

house lot and shop to purchase lumber to make into
additional furniture

the federal census returns provide some

interesting information about changes in the population of

virgin city over a period of twenty years table 3

shows that the influx of new settlers between 1860 and

1870 nearly tripled the total population of the town

with floods decreasing farmland acreage population growth

for the next ten years 187018801870 was1880 more modest over

this period of time the occupations in virgin city
diversified in 1860 all of the men worked in farming

occupations but twenty years later when ecomoniceco

conditions

monic

in the area improved only half of them farmed

exclusively many of the mens occupations listed in the

census returns were those for which they had been trained
in actuality they were of necessity only parttimepart

endeavors

time

because the population of virgin city was so

small most men like john nock hinton had to rely on

agriculture and related pursuits for the major part of

their livelihood simonandersonsimonandersensimon andersonandersen listed as a carpenter in
1870 give his occupation as farmer in 1880 which was

probably a more accurate description john was the only

65
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cabinet maker listed in these three census interest-
ingly the hinton family was not listed in virgin in the

table 3

VIRGIN CITY

occupations OF HEADS OF HOUSHOLDS

TOTAL population
TOTAL WORK FORCE

farm occupations
carpenters
cabinet makers
blacksmiths
gristmillersGrist

keepsilkeeps
millers

house
coopers
herders
masons
brickmakersBrick
teamsters

makers

miners
shoemaker
school teacher
undesignated

18

79
16

16

0

100

1870

224

1880

35
254

28

47

1
24

3

2

1

1

1

1

1

1
6
6

3
1
1
1
1
1
2

80
2

8
2
2

2

9

6
9
9

9

t

12

51
4
2
2
2

12

6
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
3
1
1
1
8
8

4
1
1
1
1
1
4

includes mountain dell millville and workmans ranch as
they were part of the virgin city LDS ward

sources 1860 1870 1880 federal manuscript census for
utah genealogical library of the church of jesus christ
of latterdaylatter saintsday salt lake city utah

1870 census which was taken on july 13 however ward

records give evidence that he and his family were living

there at that time for they show that son atkins was born
66in virgin on july 15

the 1880 census

the hinton family is recorded in

1860

mi

29 43
21

86 21
29 21
29 128

128
29

64
21
21
21
21
21
24

51151.1
2.929 4.343

2.121
8.686 2.121
2.929 2.121
2.929 12.8128

12.8128
2.929

6.464
2.121
2.121
2.121
2.121
2.121
2.424
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table 4 shows the origins of the people given

the fact that the principal reason for the settlement of

virgin city was to grow cotton it may be suprisingprisingsurprisingsu to
some to find a predominance of british born men

table 4

VIRGIN CITY

birthplace OF HEADS OF households

1860 1870 1880

TOTAL HEADS 16 35 47

england 4 25 15 42.8428 14 2982918
other british 1I

mi livi lleile
city

428
63 29

86 64

563 228

228 1280

6.363 1 2.929 1 2.121
scandanaviascandinaviaScanda 3navia 8.686 3 6.464
US northern

states 9 56.3563 8 22.8228 10 21.3213
US southern

states 2 12.5125 8 22.8228 6 12.801280
US no other

designation 9 19.1191
includes mountain dell millvillemillevilleMill andville workmans ranch as

they were part of the virgin city LDS ward

sources 1860 1870 1880 federal manuscript census for
utahgenealogicalGenealogicalUtah library of the church of jesus christ of
latterdaylatter saintsday salt lake city utah

this however only symbolizes the nature of mormon

pioneering in the west while it may not be correct to

describe virgin city as a british enclave john and emma

gratefully had the association of many of their fellow
countrymen

at this point in his life when his affairs were
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prospering john wrote an interesting letter to his
parents it seems to have caused the family in england

much distress his letter was either lost or destroyed

but a reply written by his brother atkins still exists and

it indicates what john must have said johns letter was

evidently a defense of the mormon doctrine of plural
wives atkinsatkins1 reply refuted johns commentary point by

point and inferred the basis of johns argument among

the things he apparently stressed was 1 that polygamy

was revealed by god to his prophets on earth and

compliance to this doctrine was prerequisite for the

highest form of salvation 2 more than one wife would

make it possible for a worthy man to have a large number

of children which was also desirable to populate a new

land 3 polygamy would do away with spinsterhood

allowing all women to have their own families 4 the
women themselves favored the practice and were not forced

to live it against their will after expressing strong

disapproval of the concept of plural marriage atkins

letter concluded

we trust that the remarks in your letter are not the
prelude to any steps you may be taking in that
direction but if it be so be kind enough never to
mention it in your letters lretre if you have the least
regard for father and mother

it is not known if johns motive for writing the

letter was a prelude to any steps he may have been

planning but it is known that he never took a plural
wife later events at the death of his mother

91re
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demonstrated just how deeply his family felt about this
matter

back in virgin in 1881 all the lumber john

purchased with proceeds from the sale of his property was

soon made into furniture ready to be sold the future of

the hinton family looked bright then on that fateful day
fi 8in june 1881 the fire destroyed it all

john did not know quite what to do gratefully
he had no debts he had financed the shop and inventory

by the sale of his land team and stock in the kolobdolob herd

and the coopco storeop if only he still had his tools but

they too were gone and he had no capital to replace
them finally almost in desperation he wrote and asked

his mother in england for a loan of five pounds to replace

the tools her reply gives an indication of the

desperation he was feeling
the sad news in your letter has troubled me much

to lose all your lifes work in one short hour was
enough to stun you and almost take away your senses
it is no use to tell you not to be cast down you
cannot help it at present but I1 believe after awhile
you will be able to praise him for his mercy in
sparing your wife and children to you may god
bless you andqcause his face to shine upon you and
give you peace

because johns father had passed away the

previous april his mothers financial affairs were in

turmoil and were likely to remain so for some months so

she did not immediately have the resources to spare him

anything however as soon as the estate of johns
father was settled she said she would send him the

68
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it is not known if this money ever arrived but
john realized he could not wait to begin again immediate

action was necessary he decided to go to salt lake

city find work and stay there as long as it took to
earn enough for a fresh start

john and emma had been in virgin city just short
of twenty years although in the early years they had

suffered poverty they had eventually prospered and made

for themselves and their children a homeland in zion

they invested all of their financial resources in a

business only to have it all destroyed by fire by

tapping their inner resources of fortitude and

perserveranceperser theverance hinton family set to work to rebuild

their financial security with the same determination john

emma had demonstrated when they left their home in

england for a new country and a new faith
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CHAPTER V

RECOVERY AND THE LATER YEARS

in the immediate aftermath of the june 1881 fire
that destroyed the furniture shop john nock hinton was

stunned almost to the point of inaction but not for long

with a family of nine children ranging in age from three
months to nineteen years and with no other discernible
alternative he decided to go to salt lake city to seek

employment as a cabinet maker because of a much larger
market there he would be able to work for wages with

cash in hand he could then purchase new tools and upon

returning home buy additional farm land to make a new

beginning it was difficult for him to leave his family

in virgin city but there was comfort in knowing that the

older children would be of help to emma during his

absence in salt lake city john found the work he sought

it took him six months to earn the needed cash and he was

able to return to virgin city just before christmas he

had been lonely away from his family so long and was very
2glad to be home

the hinton family determined to make a living
soon bought farm land and planted it into orchards and

109
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vineyards it took a few years for the fruit to mature and

produce at which time the family fortunes improved the

fruit not only helped to feed the large family but the
surplus either fresh or dried was peddled in the

northern communities john also continued to do

carpenter work and to make furniture he never again had

a separate shop but there was always a small room in the
back of the house which he used for his work

it had been their acceptance of and committment

to the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday that
brought john and emma to america this committment never

faltered but influenced every aspect of their lives
they were always actively engaged in some kind of church

work emma held positions in relief socieybociey primary and
4 5sunday school for years john was a block teacher

he had become the sunday school superintendent by january
1878 and served in that capacity for ten years the

minutes of the sunday school show how the meetings were

conducted among other things previously assigned youth

speakers gave short exercises talks each week and at
the conclusion of the opening services superintendent

hinton usually made a few remarks john often spoke on

the theme of serious study and improvement of the mind and

memory one sunday johns fifteenyearoldfifteen sonyear atkinsold
was not prepared so did not give the talk he had been

assigned johns annoyance was obvious in his closing

remarks

3
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ill
we should read slowly and remember what we read so we
could speak upon it if called on to do so we are the
wisest people on earth and we must prepare ouselvesselvesourselvesou
for it through study etc I1 wish those who are
appointed exercise to get them and not come unprepared
or perhaps not come at all

john was superintendent of the sunday school for an

additional two years during which time the minutes never

again listed atkins among the sunday school speakers As

an adult however he became a frequent speaker in church

meetings

johns longest tenure in church office other

than block teaching was the thirty years he spent as

director of the virgin city ward choir music had been a

part of johns life since childhood when his family

gathered around the piano to sing there he learned to

read music he sang tenor and emma sang soprano john

directed the choir long before the ward had an organ or

piano he would doremedo there notesme to teach the singers

their different parts and strike a tuning fork to give
0

them their pitches alice isom a longtimelong membertime of

the choir worteborte that john had refined taste and always

chose music pieces appropriate to the occasion and the

virgin choir was considered one of the best in southern
9utah the ward members finally collected enough money

to buy an organ and ordered it from montgomery ward in

chicago after it arrived johns daughter edith played

it for the choir and the old tuning fork was laid
aside 10

ahem
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johns other church activities included the

previously mentioned winters labor building the st
george temple the temple was dedicated january 1 1877

and vicarious work for the dead commenced on january
9 john and emma first did work for their deceased

12ancestors on may 23 1877 to get the necessary

information to do temple work for his ancestors john

wrote to his mother in england she was tolerant of his

beliefs even though she did not share them and in

gathering the data john needed she developed a real
interest in genealogy and collected family history
invaluable to her descendants which she compiled into a

small booklet she titled family memorandums this has

since become the basis of all ancestorial research done by

the family each time johns mother sent more information

about his ancestors john and emma took it to the temple

to complete the holy ordinances
A religious highlight not only for john but also

for nineteen other men holding the melchizedek priesthood

in virgin city was the organization of a prayer circle
in 1880 the st george stake president john DT

mcallister with other stake officials spent two days in

the village giving instructions and conducting meetings

the manuscript history of virgin city does not say how

long this organization was in effect but the written
account of its formation indicates it was considered an

important event

11
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the minutes of the sacrament meetings in virgin
city and later in hurricane record numerous times john

gave testimony of his faith in one meeting he related a

dream or flash of inspiration which had come to him as a

boy in england and which he did not understand at the
time it showed him that he would become an outcast in

his fathers family but now he knew that he could become

as a savior to them by teaching them the gospel and
14completing their temple work

even with all the financial reverses the hinton

family suffered the sustaining force in their lives was

their faith their continued church activity bore witness

of their desire to build up the kingdom in zion

john hinton and the people of virgin city had to
make their own amusements the most common was dancing on

the rough floor of the meetinghouse and both the young and

old participated often on holidays a childrens dance

was held in the afternoon and another one for adults in

the evening they usually danced quadrillsquadrillequa anddrills reels to

the music of a violin and a guitar or an organ there
were picnics on easter sunday and may day may day was

celebrated with a large festival and a queen the queen

was crowned with a wreath of garden or wild flowers

after crowning the queen and enjoying a program in the
meetinghouse everyone went to the fields for a picnic

and childrens games the fourth and twentyfourthtwenty offourth
july were always celebrated much the same as may day but

11as
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without a queen christmas was also a community

celebration A large cedar tree was set up in one corner

of the stand in the meetinghouse with homemade decorations
on it A program of songs poems and dialogues

proceededprece theeded treats of candy nuts and cookies for the

children virgin city was somewhat isolated but its
people provided for themselves cultural and recreational
activities

by the end of 1885 the four oldest hinton

children were married and john and emmas first
grandchildren were born although their quality of life
had improved the virgin river continued to flood and

change its course frequently washing away more and more

of the already scarce farmland between sixty and seventy

acres of the best land at duncans retreat and virgin city
had washed out during the past year of 1884 cattle and

sheep overgrazed in the highlands above the valley with

the natural vegetation gone water from storms no longer

soaked into the mountain soil but rushed down the

mountain side causing increased flash flooding in the
1 8river with the establishment of the original

settlements in the 1860s18601s all arable land was soon

occupied with the loss to flooding of already scarce

farmlands the second generation now reaching adulthood

found insufficentinsufficient acreage availabeavailableava toilabe provide a living for

their families between 1888 and 1893 many of these

families moved to the newly developing communities in

16
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mi nardhard county among them were john and emmas daughter

19emma her husband john M wright and their family
many of the families living on the upper virgin

did not want to move away from the warm dixie country

the early settlers had looked for additional farmland in

the fertile hurricane valley which lies hundreds of feet
above the river and had wished for a way to bring water

to it As early as 1865 surveys had been made to see if
a canal could be built this and several subsequent

surveys found the project infeasible As land problems

worsened on the upper virgin river a new survey was made

in july of 1893 by a committee of local men they were

somewhat discouraged with the prospects however in the

face of the desperate farmland situation they made a

report favorable to building a canal knowing there would
21be many difficulties the hurricane canal company was

incorportedincorporated on september 1 1893 listing fiftytwofifty
shareholders

two

each share of stock entitled the holder to
one acre of land with water rights and equity in a town

lot to ensure that there would be no large land owners

a limit of twenty shares per man was imposed toward the
end of the year the actual work on the canal started
most of it had to be done between november and march

because during the summer months the men tended their
crops and herds to maintain their families As winter

22returned the men went back to work on the canal

john hinton was one of the original hurricane

millard
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canal stockholders but for some reason he did not stay

with the project to its completion however his sons

atkins maurice and bernard and sons in law ira
bradshaw and thomas isom did and eventually settled in

hurricane on land they had earned the oldest son john

maurice did not live to participate in the building of
23the canal

johns mother passed away in england on march 28

241893 he had not expected to see her or any of his
family again when he left england thirtytwothirty yearstwo

earlier he was therefore delighfullydelightfullydeligh suprisedsurprisedsuprifully thesed

following summer by a visit from his brother atkins who

arrived in july 1893 and described their meeting

and as hand clasped hand the features of my

fathersfather eldest son stood out quite plain in the
handsome face of the sturdy backwoodsman the words
of welcome were short and earnest as we stood upon the
desert sand beneath the radiant sunshine of a
cloudless sky it was acircumstance in ones short
life that cannot be erased

atkins was warmly welcomed by all of virgin city
had I1 been the prince of wales I1 could not have had a

9 6warmer welcome in a series of newspaper articles
which he wrote after his return to england he described

the trip and his impressions of utah virgin city and the
mormonscormonsMor atkinsmons wrote these articles after newspapers and

lecturers throughtoutthrough thetout black country had continually
disparaged the mormonscormonsMor hemons felt that these were

inaccurate and unfair to right the record he wrote an

account of his experiences in utah his account was more

0 0

a 29 ircumstancecircumstance
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balanced and basically positive these articles in their
entirety are included in the appendix

virgin he said was a city in embryo with

fifty houses mostly wooden and one story dwellings the

stables outhousesout andhouses barns had a well to do

comfortable appearance atkins enjoyed sitting on the
porch of johns home it was a cool quiet contemplative

place with honeysuckle clematis and roses growing on

it the townspeople had turned a desert into a

paradise11paradise they had apples pears apricots peaches

melons plums and grapes of every variety all
growing to perfection without one single tree of forbidden

fruit with all the vegetables available atkins did not

mind being a vegetarian because of the eggs butter
cheese and bacon thrown in he seemed a little suprisedsurprisedsupri

when

sed

the bishop asked him a methodist local preacher to
speak in sacrament meeting after the church meetings

were over for the day the young people were so jolly it
27almost shocked my sabbatarian notions

evidence suggests that atkins had a compelling

reason to travel thousands of miles to virgin city to
see if john was a polygamist in his letter in 1881

atkins had said in behalf of the whole family that if
john was planning to enter into polygamy be kind enough

never once to name it in your letters here if you have
9 8

the least regard for father and mother atkins was

handling the details of probate for his parents estate

28
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in the midst of these proceedings he made a trip to
utah As he later wrote in his newspaper articles
friends in england tried to persuade him not to go but

atkins had felt he must for there were some family
29matters that required sic to be settled atkins had

not changed his views on polygamy and he and john had

several lively discussions about it he was relieved to

find john monogamous all your friends in england are

glad you have not tarnished the family name by committing

the crime of polygamy

after returning to england all of the legalities
surrounding the parents probate were settled in a matter

of weeks by october john received an account of the

distribution of the estate and shared equally in the

inheritance with his brothers and sisters the

inheritance of 120 pounds that john received from his
parents provided him and emma with a degree of comfort in

their later years he invested it in the cedar city
mercantile cooperative which gave them a security they did

32not previously have

education was always important to the hintonswintonsHin

in

tons

virgin school was held only five months out of the
year and the children kept going year after year until
they were grown or were needed to help on the farms As

the hinton family finances improved with increased farm

production and the newly received inheritance john and

emma found they could provide better educational

30
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opportunities for the younger children emma took

bernard edith and catherine to cedar city to attend the

branch normal college for two years around the turn of the
century emma stayed with them during the winter when

school was in session and they all returned to virgin in

the summer edith completed teachers training and taught

school for three years before retiring to get married

the hurricane canal progressed slowly stations
of four rods long were marked off on the entire length of

the canal stockholders contracted to complete certain
stations for which they received workcreditwork tocredit pay for

34their stock in the company workcreditwork forcredit the

different stations varied depending on the difficulty of

the construction the work was slow and hard with only

horse drawn equipment As the projected construction time

of four years stretched to eleven some of the original

stockholders quit the project after delays and

disappointments the canal itself was finally completed

and water flowed onto hurricane bench in august 1904 it
took two more years to clear the land of greasewood

chaparral cockle burr and slippery elm before crops

could be planted and homes built among the first
families to move there in march 1906 was the maurice

hinton family others followed as permanent homes and

community buildings were constructed by 1907 hurricane
was large enough to be made into an LDS ward

about this time there was much excitement in

33
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virgin city local people had long been aware that crude

oil was underground surface oil seeps prompted the first
drilling in the narrow valley of north creek northeast of

town production began in 1907 making it the first
producing oil field in utah suddenly virgin city was

a boomtown

almost overnight the population swelled to nearly

five thousand there were two large tent hotels four

saloons and two houses or rather tents of ill
0 0

fame new cafes and stores were opened and two
39newpapersnewspapersnew hadpapers short lives there james jepson told how

one of the saloonkeeperssaloon akeepers mr fee had enraged the
townspeople by committing a crime so nefarious that there
were no words in the english language strong enough to
express it when mr fees business license was about to

expire the justice of the peace wrote a letter on behalf

of the citizens to the county commissioners requesting

that the license not be renewed the commissioners

complied and a group of forty men formed ourselves into a

vigilance committee they suggested to mr fee that he

arrange his affairs and leave virgin no later than the

following thursday mr fee threatened to retain a lawyer

to defend him but was advised that his health would be

better if he were elsewhere by thursday morning he was

and earned the distinction of being run out of virgin

city utah 40

upwards of twenty wells were drilled before the

37
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map 2

source E B heylmun virgin field washington county
A symposium of the oil and gas fields of utahotah salt lake
city intermountain association of petroleum geologists
1961
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panic of late 1907 cut the source of ready capital and

brought the project to a halt the same year production had

begun so ended virgin citys boomtown days although

intermittently throughout the years speculators have

shown interest in the field and have drilled some 140
41wells it has never been termed commercial

by 1908 john and emma hinton found themselves

alone in the old home in virgin their children were all
married and gone and many of their old friends had moved

away there were no family members in town to call in

case of an emergency and no grandchildren to run errands

for them As john got older it was difficult for him to

haul the household water from the river so lorenzo

spendlove volunteered to do it for him when lorenzo
moved to hurricane john and emma after living in virgin
fortysevenforty yearsseven decided to sell their property and move

42there too their son atkins had two lots in hurricane
extending a full block on the west side of first west

street between second and third south he was planning to

build on the north lot but offered the south lot to john

and emma in 1909 when john was almost seventy years old

he built emma a new fourroomfour frameroom home with electricity
43and running water things they had never had before

here they spent the last years of their lives surrounded

by old friends and family

john had a shop in a room at the back of the

house where he still did small jobs such as repairing

waterthings
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household articles and making window screens and coffins
over the years he had made hundreds of coffins they were

all made in about the same way narrow at the head wide

at the chest and hip and then narrow again for the feet
adjustments were made when necessary to accomodateaccommodate the

girth of the deceased after the wooden parts were

assembled the sisters of the relief society padded and

lined the inside some years before he died john

completed his own coffin and stored it on a high shelf in
44his shop ready when needed

thanks to his inheritance and prudent investment

john and emma were able to live comfortably independent in

their latter years in his last ten years john became

very feeble and almost blind in good health with a good

appetite but unable to work he spent most of his time

contentedly walking around the neighborhood and sitting in

his easy chair dozing emma did her own house work and
45washing until after she was eighty five

john and emma celebrated their sixtyfifthsixty
wedding

fifth
anniversary on may 19 1926 surrounded by family

and friends when they had been married on board the

underwriter no family members were in attendance but on

their sixtyfifthsixty anniversaryfifth 107 of their descendants

were there the festivities included dinner followed by

visiting and a program of music and speeches later in
46the day ice cream and other refreshments were served

two years later on the morning of august 17

waynarrow
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1928 while getting out of bed john fell and could not

get up off the floor by himself he was helped into bed

where he remained sleeping most of the time until he

died a week later on august 25 at the age of eightynineeighty
years

nine

and ten months he had outlived all of his brothers
and sisters in england and left a posterity of seventy

nine grandchildren and about 125 great grandchildren

after johnsjohnis death emma became restless she

would stay with one of the children for a short while and

then discontented go to anothers home she seemed to

lose her usual happy and contented disposition that had

characterized all her life she lived only nine months

longer than john and like him was confined to her bed

for only a few days where she seemed to sleep from life
to death 48

john hinton had made a commitment to his church

and his god many years before he had come to utah

because his church leaders had called him in england his
occupation as a cabinet maker would have provided him and

his family with a comfortable living in utah however

the financial reverses of frontier life had kept them

near the poverty level for many years only his

inheritance from his parents in england allowed him to

live in comparative ease in his declining years

nevertheless john must have been content for his reasons

for emigrating were to live with the saints in zion and to

47
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raise his children under the influence of his chosen

church this he was able to do this was his legacy to
them it was enough
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conclusion

one contribution of a study such as this
biography of john nock hinton is that it demonstrates the

possibility of reconstructing the life of an individual
even though he did not leave any personal writings the

lack of a single major source of information necessitated

the use of many historical sources of various kinds

incidents relating to the family life of the hintons were

gleaned from family records especially helpful were

agnes maurice hintonswintonsHin booklettons family memorandums the

collection of letters written by family members in england

to various members of the family in southern utah during a

period of 126 years six newspaper articles written by

atkins hinton after his trip to virgin city in 1893 two

brief life sketches of john written by his daughter and a

grandson and the autobiographies and biographies of his

children and neighbors

to place john within the context of the history
of virgin city and to provide a basis upon which to make

some presumptions about what he was doing original
community records proved invaluable the history of the
development and growth of the town was detailed in the

manuscript history of virgin city the minutes of the
130
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virgin city ward meetings james G bleaks annals of the

southern utah mission and entries concerning virgin city
in the journal history of the church of jesus christ of

latterdaylatter saintsday land water and tax records of kane

and washington counties furnished information about the

size of land holdings and who owned them lists compiled

from these records are included in the appendix the

united states federal manuscript census returns for 1860

1870 and 1880 specified the resident households for those

years and gave details about members of each family

their agesagest occupations and birthplaces this
information made possible an analysis of the population on

the basis of occupation and origin thus placing john in

the demographic pattern of his neighborhood because the
population of virgin city was small lists of heads of

households with some data are also included in the

appendix many published sources on the doctrine and

history of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

provided the framework for johns religious convictions

from other published sources more general

background information was obtained about the social
political religious and economic history of washington

county and utah as well as birmingham warwickshireWarwick andshire
great britian information pertaining to john nock hinton

and the communities in which he lived was integrated to

reconstruct a creditable biography this same scenario

could be followed in writing biographies of other

Ada V
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individuals who left little or no personal record

the details of the life of john nock hinton have

shown his triumphs his mistakes his talent and

versatility his perseverenceperseveranceper inseverence the face of adversity
and his devotion and dedication to his religion he was a

frontiersman in the true sense of the word he was one

who lived in the farthest part of a settled country

where the wilds begin raised in a large progressive
city john had to adapt from this urban setting to an

almost primitive rural environment he came from england

a lush green country with a moderate climate and settled
in virgin city surrounded by the barren landscape of a

hot semiaridsemi desertarid
johnsjohnis love of growing ornamental plants acquired

in his fathers english conservatory served him well as he

learned to grow food crops and cotton he also learned to

raise chickens cows and horses so necessary for food and

transportation living on the frontier also made demands

on his skill as a cabinet maker he modified those

procedures to build houses coffins molasses barrels and

washing machines as well as to rebuild wagons and repair

all kinds of household and farm equipment adjusting to

change became a constant in his life
john nock hinton was a patriarch not in the

sense that he held the office of a patriarch in the

church giving blessings to those in his stake but rather
he was a patriarch to his own family standing at the head
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of his posterity his patriarchal blessing promised that
he would have an exceedingly numerous posterity at
the time of his death his descendants numbered about 215

they were numerous indeed when compared to his brother
atkins thirtytwothirty andtwo sister agnes six at their
respective deaths

john nock hinton left his posterity several

valuable legacies 1 the maintainancemaintain ofance strong family

ties not only with the immediate family in virgin but

with the extended family in england correspondence and

occasional visits between the english and american

branches of the family have continued almost uninterrupeduninterrupted

for the past 126 years since john left for utah in 1861

A sense of family responsibility was evident in his
concern to provide the necessities of life for his
immediate family despite floods fire and depressions

he believed that through hard work perseverance and

frugality anything could be accomplished however there
were many things in life more important to john than the

accumulation of the wealth of this world 2 johns sons

learned from him innovative skills in woodworking which

they used in their own pioneering efforts as they helped

settle the new community of hurricane 3 his talent and

love for music and singing was also passed on to his
descendants many clear tenor voices have been heard in

the men of his family to the third and fourth generation
4 johns appreciation of and commitment to education and

2

3
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lifelong learning can be seen in his descendants many of

whom have completed advanced academic and professional
degrees 5 the legacy that john thought was the most

important was that of his faith in and his dedication to

the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday he had a

strong conviction that the church was the literal kingdom

of god on the earth that its leaders were gods oracles
and its mission was a divinely appointed work for the last
dispensation on the earth to usher in the millennium and

the second coming of jesus christ his duty as he saw it
was to labor unceasingly to help accomplish that mission

to work out his own salvation and to teach his children
the doctrines of the faith

looking over his life and seeing the happiness

and grief the moments of trial the lightheartedlight
incidents

hearted
as well as the sacred times and realizing all

he passed through and how well he measured up should

instill in his posterity a sense of respect and affection
for john nock hinton
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dictiodiccio

NOTES TO THE conclusion

world book dictionary chicago field enterprise
educational corporation 1972 1846

3 patriarchal blessing of john nock hinton given
by emer harris at virgin city on december 13 1863
photocopy in possession of author original VHB there is
no copy of this blessing in HDC

family group sheets by camilla hinton hastings
photocopy in possession of author original VHB johns
other brother and sisters never married

135

2patriarchal

3family
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APPENDIX A

HINTON FAMILYFANILY HISTORY

the impact of family on john nock hinton reached

back several generations in order to fully demonstrate

the depth of this influence how life values and

expectations observable in johns character can also be

seen in the lives of his immediate ancestors it is
necessary to present a fuller account of them than was

possible in the body of this biography for that reason

this section of hinton family history has been included

first there is a four generation pedigree second there
are family group sheets with the genealogical records of

each of these ancestral families finallyFinalfinai therelv are

details of the history of certain of these families
selected because of the impact of their lives on john nock

hinton

136
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JAMES HINTON AND HANNAH BULMER

james hinton john nock hintons grandfather was

born in 1775 in flecknoe a village in the parish of

wolfhamcote warwickshireWarwick theshire son of atkins hinton and

hannah truslovetrusloweTru althoughslove he inherited some land from his

father he chose a career with the inland revenue service
as a customs and excise officer to have obtained this
position as a civil servant james would have had to have

many references attesting to his honesty and integrity
his character had to be above reproach because the nature

of the job made him subject to bribes if the

commissioners found any irregularities in the way he

performed his work james could be prosecuted and

imprisoned or at the very least dismissed from his

position furthermore james needed an aboveaverageabove

education

average

in reading and writing as well as skills in

accounting and bookkeeping A knowledge of the taxation
laws and penalties was also required customs and excise

officers were responsible for collecting taxes and duties
on such items as alcoholic beverages tea silk cotton

woolens sugar paper glass hats windows horses

linen calico candles bricks tiles licenses shooting

certificates hackney coaches gold and silver plate as

1
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well as taxes on postage and the importation and
92exportation of certain goods

james hinton at the age of twenty three began

his six month training as an assistant excise officer in
june 1798 at bromley division ten miles southeast of

london upon completion of his training he was

transferred in december as a full officer to kimboltonkimbeltonKim

huntingdonshireHuntingdon

bolton

whileshire at that division he married

elizabeth bulmer august 31 1801 at her home parish of

napton on the hill warwickshireWarwick onlyshire a few miles from
4flecknoe his home village just three months prior to

the birth of their first child in april 1803 james was

transferred to the much larger office at wolverhamptonWolver

staffordshire

hampton

elizabeth apparently did not follow james

immediately but chose rather to stay with her mother in
napton until after the birth of her baby on june 26 the
baby christened atkins was baptized at the temple

street independent chapel in wolverhamptonWolver whilehampton the

hinton family lived in this city two more sons bower and

james were born james however died in infancy

the commissioners of customs and excise did not

want the officers to become too familiar with the persons

with whom they associated in their work because of the

ever present risk of bribery thus officers were often

transfered james hinton next transfered in 1808 to

walsall eight miles east of wolverhamptonWolver hehampton had served

there only eighteen months when he died in december 1809

3

5

6

7
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at age thirty four perhaps anticipating his death he

had written a will six weeks previous in it he provided

for his wife two sons and another child yet unborn the
dwelling house with yard garden orchard in

flecknoe now in the occupatinoccupation of my mother hannah

hinton that had been given to him by his fathers
will was to go to his wife elizabeth during her

lifetime after elizabeth died it would then become the
property of the eldest son atkins upon his paying thirty
pounds to the other son bower of the remaining money

and securities fifty pounds was to go to his wife to

better enable her to educate and apprentice out my

children everything else was to be elizabeths for life
Q

and then at her death divided equally among the children

left a widow at the age of thirtytwothirty withtwo two

small sons elizabeth expected another child in six

months this child a girl was baptized hannah after both

of her grandmothers in the bridge street independent
Q

chapel elizabeth and her family remained in walsall
where the children received their education and were

apprenticed atkins obtained training as an accountant

while bower prepared to be a grocer and hannah a

milliner elizabeth died in 1848 when her grandsonjohngrandson

nock

John

hinton was nine years old

7

1

8

9
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ATKINS HINTON AND HANNAH TRUSLOVETROSLOVE

atkins hinton the greatgrandfathergreat ofgrandfather john nock

hinton was born in 1751 at wolfhamcote warwickshireWarwick heshire
was the son of james hinton and his wife esther
galloway

atkins hinton was a tailor and would therefore
have begun by being apprenticed to a master tailor seven

years was the most common term and could have been served

locally or as far away as london where there was a large

influential community of tailors
if he followed the standard pattern atkins

commenced his apprenticeship by doing such menial tasks as

sweeping out the shop running errands and putting away

tools upon learning the rules and procedures of the

shop the cutting sewing and fitting of the garments

ensued A tailors work was limited to mens clothing and

could include mending and altering the female

counterpart was the dressmaker much of the clothing was

made by the people in their homes and only those

individuals who could afford and had a need for

specially made clothes would patronize a tailor or

dressmaker

like his father before him atkins married a

woman older than himself on the day before christmas

10

11
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1770 at the age of twenty he married thirtyfivethirty yearfive
old hannah truslovetrusloweTru theyslove lived in the hamlet of

flecknoe the largest and principal village in

wolfhamcote there he owned a dwelling house with yard

garden and orchard hannah and atkins had two children
a daughter hannah born in 1773 and james a son born in

141775 who would become john nock hintons grandfather

unfortunately little else is known about this couple

except that when atkins died in 1801 at the age of fifty
he left a will disposing an estate consisting of his

house orchard and garden

12
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THOMAS MAURICE AND ANN NOCK

thomas maurice john nock hintons maternal grand-

father invested his legacy into some kind of business

perhaps in button making by 1815 the war of 1812 with

the united states and the great war with france had

ended england suffered economic depression as demand for

military supplies abruptly ceased and the continental
markets were unable to absorb the accumulated inventories
of british manufactured goods this economic depression

likely contributed to thomas losing his business and

entire investment

thereafter he lived in several different places

in the heavily industrialized area of the midlands where

he worked as a writing clerk an accountant or in a

related commercial occupation after thomas maurices
marriage in 1808 to ann nock the family lived in tipton
kingswinfordKing dudleyswinford and stourbridgeStour untilbridge 1833

during this time thomas and anns children were born

john nock hintons mother agnes was the second child and

eldest daughter in a family of eight children all of whom
1 Q

survived childhood

even though the family lived in four different
towns the children were all baptized in the independent

16

17

18
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old meeting house in dudley moreover the chapel

register indicates that in 1828 thomas maurice

gentleman served as a trustee to the congregation

continuing the family custom of active participation in
19religious affairs

in 1833 thomas maurice moved his family to
varteageVarte nearage pontypoolPonty monmouthshireMonmouthpool onshire the borders of

wales where he was employed as an ironmastersiron clerkmasters for
the british mining company here the children continued

to grow up much the same as they had done in the

midlands also there was an independent chapel for their
religious worship

the maurice family returned to staffordshire in

1841 as the furnaces in varteageVarte shutage down it was in

this locality that the children married and raised their
families however two daughters mary ann and elizabeth

22remained single

little is known about mary ann other than that
she was an accomplished artist there are several pieces

of her work still in existence in the family her

watercolor selfportraitsself areportraits especially appealing she
23died in 1853 at the age of thirty eight

elizabeth on the other hand lived until the age

of seventy she was especially close to the family of her

sister agnes hinton living with them from time to time

often for periods of several years john would have been

well acquainted with her she studied in germany at the

20

21
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boydenbergBoy academydenberg for the diffusion of philosophical

phililogicalphilologicalphili andlogical scientific research with the study of

the perfectionnement1perfectionnement moral in 1855 two years later
24she was studying in berlin

prior to her marriage caroline the youngest

daughter of thomas and ann maurice was head mistress of

her own girls school in west bromwich where she had
25boarding students as well as day students although

nothing is documented about the education of the other

children of thomas and ann they must have received

similar educations agnes john nock hintons mother

left an exercise book full of family history and many of

her letters are extant all of which witness to a good

education

in 1859 when he was nineteen both of john nock

hintons maternal grandparents died within two days of

each other she was seventyfiveseventy andfive he was seventy

two these were the only immediate ancestors of johns
for whom a probate record could not be found

26
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JOEL MAURICE AND MARY KEEN

joel maurice the eleventh child of the reverend

william maurice was born in 1743 on the family farm of

torbanttorrant and was baptized july 13 of that year at st mary

27haverforwest pembrokeshirePembroke walesshire his father was an

ordained independent minister raised in a dissenting
religious tradition joel chose to follow his fathers
vocation and he too became a student at carmarthonCar

college
marthon

to train for the ministry he was an independent

minister at stretton under foss monks kirby warwick
2 8shire assigned there by the year 176717670 the28 place of

his earlier ministry is not known when he arrived at
stretton the congregation worshipped in an old barn until
a new chapel could be built the people were chiefly
farmers and gave only two pounds of the necessary funds

joel collected all the rest from his friends in london and
29wales at the age of thirty he married mary keen

daughter of john keen gentleman from stratford upon

avon on march 2 1768 at st phillips birmingham

three of their first four children a son and two

daughters died the day they were born high infant
mortality effected most families in the second half of the

eighteenth century the other six children lived to

30
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7thath verse
being the last text from which he preached I1 have
fought a good fight I1 have finished my course I1 have
kept the faith
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adulthood thomas the youngest of the family and born in
1786 was john nock hintons grandfather

it was often necessary for joel to go to london

for church conferences and business he was very fond of

bringing gifts from the city to his wife mary once he

brought her an umbrella the first one seen in the

village but mary locked it up lest the people should

think them proud later when they were going on a

horseback journey mary rode on a pillion behind joel

the weather was so rainy that the umbrella was brought out

and found to be so useful that it was never locked up

again

at the age of fifty in 1797 joel was

transferred to the old meeting chapel west bromwich

staffordshire where he served as pastor until his death

in 1807 the inscription on his gravestone in the burial
ground at that chapel said

revdread joel maurice late pastor of this congregation
also for upwards of 30 years over a numerous con at
stretton under foss his labors will long be remembered
by many with affection & gratitude having born
honorable testimony in his makers cause for a period
of nearly 50 yrs he could in truth exclaim in these
words of the apostle 2 timothy 4thath chaptrchapar

he died dec 26th 1807 in his 70th
year also mary his wife who died oct 28th 1805 aged
57 3j

joel maurice penned his own will thomas the
youngest son received two hundred pounds from the

estate among other things the eldest daughter

33
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elizabeth reddell was given her mothers large family

bible and the youngest daughter mary nock joels own oil
portrait he also distributed fifty books by title to his
children

and now having disposed of the principal part of
my books amongst my children in hopes they will read
them at their leisure with calm and serious attention
I1 leave the rest of my library to be divided between
them as they like best everyone to choose for
himself most of my books contain good and excellent
instructions for serious minds thus I1 have
endeavored to act towards all my children with
tenderness and affection and as far as circumstances
could admit have observed impartiality towards them
would be to god they may always act toward oneanother
by the same rule and live in peace and harmony

it is evident that education played a vital role
in the family of john nock hintons mother not only did

the sons inherit books from the fathers sizable library

but the daughters did as well and all were expected to

read and benefit from their wisdom this eduationalequational

tradition in the maurice family was exhititedexhibited in an age

when the literacy rate in england was 64 percent for men

and 39 percent for women

0 0

1 1

one inotheranother113
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appendix B

letter written to john nock hinton
from his brother atkins

tipton
march 10 1881

my dear brother

your letter reached birmingham on the 1st of march just 3 weeks in
coming we are very glad to hear of your well doing and being but the
sentiments contained in your letter in reference to polygamy we do not
like and caused father mother and each of us much pain it seems so
unnatural and unreasonable we cannot understand how any class of men
with the slightest pretense to civilization can adopt such principles
your arguementargu inement reference to a large number of children is without
weight I1 have never met a man or woman who were not satisfied with 6

or 7 which is a very common occurrence here our colonies which intend
to every quarter of the globe prove that the one wifewifbif system is quite
sufficient to populate a new country and remember god gave man but one
wifewifbif to populate a world As to old maids there are a few in this as in
every country but they are among the most useful and respected of our
people and I1 am proud to know that they would rather die old maids than
be second or third wives to any man while the first was living they
prefer freedom to the position of a slave if they have a great desire
to get married they have only to pass over to some of our colonies where
the males are in excess of the female population and they will not have
to wait long the girls in your territory we think anything but
particular in submitting to such degradation although her choice should
be worth thousands of pounds we dont believe in the free consent of
the first wife there may be a reluctant consent when she knows she is
powerless to stop it it is a base insult to the wifewifbif of your youth who

has borne the burden and heat of the day to have a young girl brought
into the family to take her place in her husbands affections while she
necessarily has to stand on one side or be the drudge of the house we

do not understand good men practicing polygamy but you are quite right
in saying that it is the unscrupulusscrupulusunscrupulousun and the deceivers who do such
things in england polygamy is lowering to human nature bringing it
more to the level of the brute creation there is nothing of the angel
in it but much of the animal nothing of heaven but much of grovellinggro
earth

velling
we trust that the remarks in your letter are not the prelude to

any steps you may be taking in that direction but if it be so be kind
enough to never once mention it in your letters here if you have the
least regard for father and mother we have felt a strong affection for
your wife and children and have seemed to know them by name and sight
since we have had their likenesses shall always consider them part of
our family but we shall never acknowledge any other while the present
wife is alive
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I1 am glad to say that my wife and family are very well and although
trade is very bad we are getting a living my eldest son is very useful
and does most of the work

with best lovejoveiove to all from myself and family

I1 remain

your affectionate brother

A hinton

photocopy in possession of author original in possession of
virginia H baker mesa arizona

usef ul
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appendix C

atkins hinton newspaper articlesArtic 1897lesylesp

A tiptoniansTIPTON TRAVELSIANS

life among the mormons

no 1

the mormon people have obtained the reputation the reverse of
enviable in this and other lands while exmormonex lecturersmormon have done
their level best to stamp as true the terrible things that have been
laid to their charge A few years ago a person named jarman gave a
series of lectures in the towns of the black country which were
attended by thousands who listened with rapt attention to his graphic
accounts of lawlessness treachery violence and immorality with which
he said the territory of utah was reakingakingbreakingre gentiles were boycotted
oppression was rampant bigotry everywhere murder walked the streets in
broad daylight and assassinations were of nightly occurrence
immorality was legalisedlegalized by polygamy and men kept troops of women for
their sensual pleasure who were writhing beneath a horrid servitude
without the possibility of escape the personal experience of this
wonderful man were of the most thrilling character he had been abused
insulted robbed his young and beautiful wife had been taken from him
and given to another so that his early dream of domestic bliss had been
rudely shattered he told of his hairbreadthhair escapesbreadth how three times
he had been sentenced to death but as if by a miracle he had eluded the
vigilance of his keepers made his way to europe that he might then
denounce their iniquities and so prevent deluded men and silly girls
from falling in a snare so sad

having a brother in the very south of utah and some family matters
that required to be settled I1 made up my mind to visit that far off
land but with the voice of this ex mormonite ringing in my ears my

determination was somewhat shaken it seemed as though I1 was going to
certain peril or something worse but an englishman bent on travel and
adventure with a definite purpose to accomplish is not easily turned
aside so the fears were given to the winds by a determination to face
the worst

friends who had listened to the language of the lecturer came to
persuade me from taking a journey so perilous and when they saw I1 would
go at all risks advised me to provide revolvers and daggers for my

defence this advise was also of no avail for I1 had made my friend the
one who stickethstickrethstic closerketh than a brother and in whose defence I1 was
safe

on july the 1st I1 was crossing the rocky mountains which form the
eastern boundary to the territory of utah it was with mingled feelings
I1 drew near to this worse than heathen land on the morning of the 2nd

163
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I1 replied you have a nice city what isls
that large stone building at the foot of the mountain

that is the college of the saints and is six miles from the
mountain we board the students at our house but it is now the
vacation so we are rather quiet

I11 n
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I1 was descending the western slopes where beauty beamed at every turn
and by 11 oclock I1 was set down in the mormon city of provo

it was the sabbath so hoped there would be a little respite from
the assassin while I1 found a hiding place moving cautiously along a
thoroughfare lined with pretty wood built villas a substantial building
made of stone came in view I1 naturally took it for the mormon

tabernacle and thought now the philistines would be down upon me when
to my surprise I1 read the inscription presbyterian church I1 could
scarcely believe my eyes my heart beat with a strange joy and as I1
approached a methodist church my fears vanished and I1 said to myself
old jarman must have told the truth upside down

so breathing more freely I1 took stock of the place it was not a
city from an architectural point of view but like most of the towns of
utah it had a suburban appearance the streets were broad and laid out
with an eye to the future on either side streams of clear water grass
grown and rural formed a pleasing feature of the roadway luxuriant
cotton trees spanned the side walks making a grateful shelter from the
brilliance of the sun the homesteads were not magnificent but
comfortable for the most part built of wood and surrounded by garden
orchard and corn patches

to the north and east were mountains whose highest peaks were white
with driven snow to the south there lay the prairie while in the west
there shimmered a large fresh water lake nine miles by four the
prospect was a pleasing one and every step I1 took was reassuring

the sabbath at least was kept and on the gentle breeze was borne
the song of praises from the house of prayer I1 was destined to stay in
this place till next day and where to go and what to do I1 did not know
seeing an old man coming along the opposite sidewalk I1 crossed over to
meet him while he stretched out his hand to welcome me as though I1 had
been his friend I1 asked him about the tabernacle and the time of
service

the tabernacle said he is the corner of the second block in
ath4th street and the service at 2 oclock you are a stranger here

yes a little strange

intuitively I1 gathered that my friend was a mormon and a simple
hearted citizen so I1 replied perhaps you could put me up for the next
24 hours as your rooms are vacant

I1 guess you can come round and see my missus so I1 foundoundaund them

i
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comfortably situated in the midst of garden orchard and flower beds
with streams of water running round for irrigation and a fountain
playing on the lawn which kept it green and beautiful although it was
90 degrees in the shade

on being introduced to the lady of the house she said the best they
had was at my disposal they would do their utmost to make me

comfortable and hoped I1 should make myself at home this I1 did and in
about 30 minutes was partaking of a sumptuous and many sided american
dinner then retired to my room and wrote in peace my message home I1
chatted to these people about religion morals manners polygamy etc
we took a walk to the college an imposing building as large as the one
at handsworthhanesworthHands inworth the evening my host accompanied me to the methodist
church so much for mormon when the evening meal was over
and the sun was setting in the west we bowed our knees together while
I1 implored our common father to bless the homestead where we rested and
the loved ones farfac away then with a peace which I1 cannot describe
retired to rest and to sleep my bedroom opened on to the lawn and the
breath of the rose and mignonetta pervaded the apartment in the early
morning

all the doors of the houses were wide open and the only protection
from without was a mosquito curtain I1 enquired if they never locked
their doors at night as was informed there was no need for robbery was
a thing they seldom heard of unless some gentile from other states paid
them an unwelcome visit lifelif in provo was not to be despised 6000
inhabitants each homestead standing on its own lot semitropicalsemi
climate

tropical
an abundant supply of pure water from the melting snows of the

magnificent mountains near a system of irrigation that supplied the
life of every fruit tree and the fertility of every furrow A city
without a public house without poverty without a workhouse without
policemenoli andcemen where every man can worship god under his own vine and
fig tree none daring to make him afraid

no 2

the next morning I1 took a train to nephi and in two hours I1 was
standing at the door of john adams I1 was happy to see some old faces
and they were also glad to shake hands once more with tipton to hear of
friends and neighbours as I1 related to them the accumulated romances of
our family life the adams family except the second son had joined
the saints and I1 can only say of them that in matters religious they
were much more attentive than I1 had even known them in this country

the day following was the 4thath of july on which day all america
celebrates her independence when she fights her battles over again
when revelry runs riot and moral safeguards are withdrawn when sober
men are drunk and holy men are powerless to stem the storm how will
utah act will the mormon men of nephi justify the good opinion I1 had
formed or would they show the cloven foot that reputation stamped upon
them

churchso bigotry then
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I1 said to myself where is the assassin where is the man of
blood where are the women driven about like slaves and what of the
bigotry that brought together mormon presbyterian and methodists to
join their voices in the same hymns of praise and bow together at the
same throne of grace
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in the early morning guns were firing flags were flying stores
were closed every face spoke of joy and every sound was an
expectation arriving with my friends at central park a joyful time
awaited us awning had been erected over a large area to give
protection from the burning sun A capacious platform had been erected
and a well dressed happy people were filling up the seats provided
while programmesprogrammedpro weregrammes being handed round the mayor had taken his place
in the chair and the members of the band were ready for action A

young man from one of the stores was chaplain for the day and gave out
an appropriate hymn which was heartily joined in by the whole company
to the tune of our national anthem and in the refrain I1 sang god save
our gracious queen then the chaplain petitioned the father of spirits
to bless protect and guide the land of the west and the free an
entertainment chiefly musical followed solos duets glees and band
choruses while the performance was going on I1 put down mental notes
here was a gathering of the whole city from the infant in arms to the
hoary patriarch there was not one shabbily dressed sister or a seedy
looking brother in the whole company not a rag not a tatter not a
povertypinchedpoverty facepinched the street arab and the gutter children were
nonexistentnon butexistent joy sat on every countenance and glee flashed from
every eye there were many dons among the gentlemen and the ladies
would have done credit toone of our garden parties

I1 said to my friend adams where are the poor and he proudly
answered

sir we have none and the poorhouse and the relieving officer are
unknown in these parts

my feeling of fear had vanished while peace and
tranquility reigned in its place I1 had sympathy with ruth when she
said this people is my people and their god my god there was an
enchantment a fascination about the place that was seductive the clear
atmosphere the blue sky the brilliant sunshine the grand old rockies
with nebo and piegapisga and sinai like snow capped sentinels watching
the triumphs of peace

but there was another motive that sped me onwards and in describing
life among the mormons I1 must speak of other things the physical
geography of utah is striking and consists of mountain chain crossing
mountain chain with valleys and sandy plateaus between from 6 to 30

miles in extent forming the prairie of scanty grass and bushwood
providing a cover for the deer antelope wolf wild dog rabbit
squirrel snake and lizzardbizzardliz thousandszard of horses cattle and sheep find
a bare subsistence here the indian plants his wigwam and hunts his
trembling game here the ranchman and cowboy ply their adventurous
calling upon the mountain grow a stunted cedar while cactuses of
various kinds the prickly pear and strange wild flowers break the

face

phys ical
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monotony of the desert in the neighbourhoodneighbour ofhood mountain stream or
river cities similar to those I1 have described flourish

from april to september they have little or no rain but a burning
tropical sun so that vegetation left to itself is of the poorest kind
but give this people a tiny stream and they will turn this desert into
a garden of flowers and the wilderness into vineyards orchards and
waving fields of corn their pastures of corn yield four or five crops
in the season

traveling 100 miles south I1 reached millford my last stage by

rail and the appointed meeting place between my brother and myself
after about 5000 miles travel I1 alighted and eagerly looked for my

brother whom I1 had not seen for 33 years and sore was the
disappointment when no brother could be seen I1 had sent a telegram a
week before to say I1 should be there and yet no friendly hand and
friendly eye was there to greet me making enquiries I1 found that he
was known but had not been seen for months and a feeling of loneliness
and dejection came over me as I1 stood on the edge of the desert of
burning and blinding sand the air seemed to tremble like the heat of a
furnace while the verdure was gone between this point and my brothers
home lay 100 miles of trackless waste and unknown dangers but finding
a caravan consisting of two waggonswiggonswag wasgons going within ten miles of my

destination I1 decided to accompany them milford was a dreary placeplacetplacey a
trading post and mining camp some two dozen houses and a wooden hall
where I1 spent the night we were in the midst of gold silver and
copper mines my host had a cabinet filled with specimens of various
kinds which were interesting and valued at 200 dollars I1 realisedrealizedreali
that

sed
my brother was known and respected and I1 got invitations to visit

many of the homes but at 10 oclock I1 took my seat upon the waggon
and started for virgin city

no 3

my travellingvellingtra companions were young men used to desert life and the
time sped cheerily as we chatted cheerfully about the place and people I1
had come to visit the first waggon contained a returned missionary and
his wife the latter appearing to be in the last stage of consumption
and was tenderly cared for a feather bed being placed in the waggon to
obviate the absence of springs and mitigate the torture of the journey
at middaymid weday reached coalvillealvilleCo our first stage where a tabernacle a
store and ten cottages is dignified as a city with a bishop whose
acquaintance we made one of nymy companions attended to the horses the
other collected bits of wood and made a fire and with the aid of a
kettle a frying pan and a tea pot we made a substantial meal
getting under weigh again we crossed the scorching sand the horses
ploughingsloughingploug throughhing this yielding substance sent up clouds of dust which
continually encircled us and our bodies perspiringatperspiring every pore seemed
to have a peculiar attraction for this pitiless sand

scanning the scenery or rather want of it across the plain I1 was

at
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attracted by tall spiral columns moving slowly along I1 enquired what
the phenomenon was was and was informed they were only whirwindswhir wewinds
were seldom out of sight of some of those spiral sand spectorsspectersspec movingtors
gracefully along occasionally they would cross our path break over
our waggon and treat us to a hot shower more blinding than beautiful

after an hours monotonous travel we were cheered by the sight of a
cloud of dust a mile away which my companion assured me was a waggon

it excited an interest as when a ship meets a ship at sea and when
within half a mile he declared it was my brother my heart beat fast
and the golden hours of childhood flashed before me like a dreamdreandreamy when
our kites we flew together to giddy heights or chased from flower to
flower the pretty butterfly

now face to face our waggonswiggons halted and my brother cried out is it
atkins we both alighted and as hand grasped hand the features of my

fathers eldest son stood out quite plain in the handsome face of the
sturdy backwoodsman the words of welcome and greeting were short and
earnest as we stood upon the desert sand beneath the radiant sunshine
of a cloudless sky it was a circumstance in ones short life that
cannot be erased

my brother had business at milford so I1 at once decided to return
with him I1 stayed at coalvillealvilleCo for the night slept on a bed of clover
in the bishops barn a place where there were 20 sheep folded and in
my dream they seemed to inspire welcomes to the weary ones but early in
the morning their bleating cry broke in upon the sweet repose that
waited on the tired bones

resuming our journey some varied scenes awaited me traveling in
utah is perhaps the most unpleasant part of a long journey the
scarcity of railroads or of any road whatever the cumbersome waggonswiggonswag
in

gons
which your bones are shaken to shivers and your flesh to a jelly

the bump bump of the springless wheels as you traverse the almost
trackless desert the cloud of dust that continually encircles your
caravan in the open plain and the fear that overtakes you as you
slowly wind round the turns and twists of the precipitous rocky gorge or
the perpendicular granite walls of the storm riven canyons all of which
make it very difficult to keep your strong language and spontaneous
ejaculations within the cover of walkers dictionary life upon these
morman ways was not all that could be desired but even here it had its
compensations who has not gone a gipsyinggypsyinggips aying long time ago here we

had it to perfection we gathered our wood from the desert bush
kindled our fire with cedar bark filled our kettle from the ditch then
opened our grub box for ham jam and cucumber oh how delightful were
these banquets in the bush where good digestion waited quick upon the
appetite it is true an ever growing cloud of flies was always buzzing
round and doing their little best to share the dainties of the feast
both flies and dust are of little count when natures cravings are
supplied so gathering up our trays we repack our box tether the
team and start once more
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I1 quietly replied

do you know that I1 am a mormon of the mormonitesMormo

indeed

nites

I1 just
as proudly said

ah ill soon knock that darned nonsense out of you A methodist
just tell me what it is to be a methodist
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our goal is in the distance seeming a little spot of green some

seventeen miles away the horses tug and toil we wag and roll at every
turn until the sun had left the after glow and the pale moon had got
one eye out above the mountain peak and bright stars one by one were
blinking in the blue above before we reach our resting place

the place was johnsonsJohn springssongssonts and half a dozen homesteads glowed
with light and life beauty here we prepared our evening meal ham and
eggs would squeak and bubble within the frying pan when lo10 a figure
tall with long grey beard solemn as a judge came near bishop
jones my brother said he then introduced me as his long expected
brother from the old country we bowed acknowledgments and hand struck
hand for friendships sake

and so you are come to see the land of every land the best
yes

said I1 and I1 am a methodist of the methodists

not having my catechism at hand I1 defined my position thus A

methodist is a man who is trusting in god for salvation through christ
who is endeavouring to live a holy lifelifilfe ande doing his best to make
others holy too

that said my mentor appears to be very good but

but said I1 fair play is a jewel question for question just
tell me what it is to be a mormonite

no no ill answer that question just now I1 know your history
methodism sprang from the church of england the church of england
sprang from rome rome is the scarlet lady of revelations therefore you
are descended from the roman harlot

getting a word in edgeways I1 again asked what is mormonism

I1 am coming to that he held himself erect while his arms went
up and down like a windmill it is the revelation of god in these
latter days through his prophet joseph smith to the nations of the
world the true witnesses of god were ailallali slaughtered at the end of the
second century since then the world has been lying in the arms of
antichrist then he trotted out his golden spectacles the book of
mormon and old testament prophecy

pulling him short I1 replied and do you mean to tell me you have
no better foundation for your religion than old wives fables I1 am

of
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I1 replied to be expert in sounding your own
trumpet and condemning all else who have too much common sense to
believe in your newly found dogmas
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astounded at your credulity that wonder is that any sane man could be
found to rest his soul on such a slender thread for his salvation

then he shook his headheadyheads stamped his foot clenched his fist and
made his rugged voice resound across the rolling prairie as he declared
that I1 belonged to a creeping crawling hypocritical methodist crew
while upon his hands had rested the hands of one of the lords twelve
apostles I1 have said he preached the gospel to gentiles in
foreign lands I1 have converted hundreds to the true faith of latter
day saints I1 have two of the best wives in the world and more than a
score of children I1 have suffered persecution for the lords sake and
have been in the pen for two years which is my glory

you appear to me

no 4

my brother was annoyed at our contention and called us to order and
to rest but the bishops words ran like a torrent while his
adjectives became more pointed and personal D hyprocrite D

liar son of the devil etc etc were some of the gems from his
vocabulary and the muscularity of his oratory brought his pointed
knuckles within the thirtysecondthirty ofsecond an inch of my countenance

at 1230 we had retired from the contest the moon had risen high
above us and the last sounds I1 heard was the croaking of the big bull
frogs in the marsh near by at 530 am we were astir my companion
looking after the cattle I1 was lighting the fire when my great
antagonist was down upon me with a pile of books beneath his arm to
back and clench his arguments while the fire was burning the water
boiling the ham and eggs frizzing our friend had it all his own way

until the horses were harnessed up and we were about to start then I1
took a parting shot

my friend said I1 with emphasis I1 arrived in utah last sunday
and have lived among and conversed with your coreligionistsreligionistsco and had
formed the best opinion of the place people and professions of the
mormonitesMormo butnites you have dashed to pieces my brightest hopes and early
convictions I1 begin to believe that the awful charges brought against
you in my own country are true and that I1 am surrounded by a bigotry
that would make some blush if such men as you had the power pointing
to the fire you would roast us over slow fires till life was no more

the shot told and as he held my hand at parting he hoped I1 would
forgive him for the wrong he had done and if he had said anything
unkind and that did not become a gentleman he was exceedingly sorry
and thus we parted

it took my brother all next morning to make excuses for a man he
said was hardly sane when religious matters were mentioned I1 have also

f
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I1 replied that the first wife would
black your boots and starch your collars that you might go courting some
pretty maid to take her place you know that the new love would have to
be done by stealth and this would fill with woe and hatred the breast
of the one you promised to love why should you be made happy at the
expense of your wifes misery

but
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good reasons to believe that he was a fanatic I1 have rubbed against
and dined with the humble farmer class taken a good square meal with
the welltodowell tradesmento anddo fruit grower and have hobnobbedhobnob withbed the
millionaires of salt lake city but nowhere did I1 find a foe unfair on
one that tried to take a mean advantage from one that sojourned with
them for a season next night we outspannedspannedout beneath the mulberry trees
with a stream of sparkling water by our side and we slept under the
vigil of the full orbed moon and to the lullaby of the night owl and
the wizzingsizzing of the leathern bats as they skimmed low to catch their
evening meal next morning as we jogged quietly along I1 said that we
are glad that the mormons have given up polygamy

well said my brother I1 can tell you we are not it is one of
the best of our institutions and the most distinguishing features of
our family life

yes but you must admit that it was fraught with strife and
contention in every home where it was practisedpracticed

certainly not said he for happier homes and more contented
families europe has never known though I1 dont pretend to say that
there has been no friction on the entrance of a new wifewifbif A storm in a
teapot is soon overovere

do you mean to tell me

said my brother you dont understand the institutions of
our church at the first marriage it is understood though not talked
about that a second wife may be added in after years and with the
knowledge before her the hardship is not so great as you imagine and is
it not true that more than half the homes of europe are filledilledbilled with
wretchedness where one wife reigns our mormon homes will compare very
favourablyfavour withably the boasted happy homes of england

not making much headway with regard to happy homes I1 said in
europe we find it quite as much as we can manage to provide for one
wife and children number nine and it would make confusion worse
confounded to bring wife number two upon the scene

then with a contemptuous smile he said in a used up country like
england no doubt this is the case but with us it does not count the
larger the family the more fortunate the happy possessor I1 point to
the extensionexteuiion of lands where the olive and the vine should flourish

again said he is it not the best possible policy for a good man

to have the most numerous household that he may guide them in the right
path and bring them in the narrow way

e
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I1 replied that our saviour condemns it when he says that for this
cause shall a man leave his father and mother and cleave unto his
wife

I1 replied we call your system legalisedlegalized
immoralaity bigamy slavery and cruelty you have no fallen women

all your women are fallen to submit to the slavery of lust for a time
and then to be turned aside for the next pretty face that appears on the
scene A womans love is the holiest thing our fallen nature owns and
instead of cherishing it till death do part you torture it with rival
you crush it by cowardly connivance with others and kill it by tearing
it from your breast and your bed and then you would have us to believe
it was a christian virtue instead of which you are placing yourselves
on a level with the most degraded nation of mankind who practice
polygamy till their effeminate degeneration has retarded the progress of
the world

ggsits ay
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but I1 replied is not all scripture against you

on the contrary all the old testament saints practiced polygamy
and were our examples in righteousness after gods own heart we dont
want to better them besides you cant give me a proof text from the
new testament that condemns it

and again if a man look upon another woman to lust after her he
committethcommit adulteryteth with her in his own heart

he said I1 was putting a construction on his words they would not
bear and declared that there was no country so moral as utah the
class of women known in europe as unfortunates does not exist amongst
the cormonsmormonsMor andmons asked me what I1 had to say to that

say to that

come not so fast said my brother do you see that large
building over there it has a curious history the man who built it was
not a man beloved though wealthy he had not many friends but he had a
numerous family seven wives and troops of children and he sought this
quiet pretty spot just skirting the vale where lay in peace his acres
broad and fruitful his old barns gave way for greater ones and here
he planned to build a mansion high and fair and where he might live for
ever and enjoy the labourelabours of his hands and revel in domestic bliss
untold he dug his cellars deep to store his vintage year by year the
walls you see are high and with many rooms and windows that he might
portion out to his various wives and children and here he thought to
rule and reign in almost regal state but the philistines were upon
him the government at washington had decreed against polygamy writs
were out for his apprehension so he fled the countrycoun histryt house remains
unfinished and his land is running wild I1 have shown you here
polygamy at its worst side and this was a rare exception but you see
we have had to give it up most unwillingly though I1 must admit

no 5

all your friends in england are glad you have not tarnished the
family name by committing the crime of polygamy
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I1 replied that it was the very best thing they could possibly have
done as it would put them on a line with the best principles that ever
governed the church of the world

our conversations was somewhat abruptly terminated by the roughness
of the road which was strewed with unnumerablenumerableinnumerableun boulders as big and
bigger than ones head and it was more than my brother could do to
drive the team so as to dodge the petrified puddings especially as we

were going down a declivity with a broad stream of water at the bottom
and what appeared to be a perpendicular ridge on the other side
keeping ones seat was impossible so I1 stood up holding to the top of
the waggon the horses plunged into the river stopping in the middle
to quench their thirst and there they continued to stop for all the
coaxing a backwoods man was capable of failed to make them budge from
their quarters so cool and satisfying until with a sharp application
of the whip and a tortuous zigzag course up the opposite bank we were
pulled out of the stony ravine onoa to the smooth and sandy plain

noticing a dense smoke issuing from the distant mountains which at
night gave a lurid glare I1 was informed that the indians had fired the
forest that they might drive out their fourfootedfour gamefooted for these
tribes live by hunting and keep as far away as possible from the
advancing tide of civilization

now and again we came across a wigwam though the occupants did not
intrude themselves upon our path my brother said that after thirty
years travellingvellingtra amongst them they had never in any way molested him

the next morning we were crossing a plain that was well studded with
sage bush a round shrub from two to four feet high which seems to
thrive without water and upon which cattle of pharoahs lean kine
type browsed but scarcely kept their bones within their skins they had
some very fine points indeed

while we were debating about their poverty sticken and dejected
appearance we were enveloped in the most awful stench you could
possible conceive my brother said there must be dead cattle near and
soon we came upon the carcasses of three or four beasts which had
succumbed to the privation of the desert and were rotteringrotteningrott andening
festering in the burning sun dead they were though they were terribly
alive as a cloud of flies and a flock of buzzards made us painfully
aware
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what you call a crime we call a virtue and although I1 had never
entered into that state of perfection it was no fault of my own but as
matters have turned out it has been all for the best for this cause
the saints of god have been sorely persecuted hunted as partridges upon
the mountain have been imprisoned and charged with all manner of evil
falsely until our church authorities have thought it expedient to bend
to the storm and have decreed its abolition so that our most
distinguishing feature is gone and perhaps for ever
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it was noon of the fifth day of desert life when we reached virgin
city our goal the end of my journey here we met with a warm welcome
from the friends I1 had heard of but never seen nephews and nieces with
their numerous families virgin city derives its name from virgin
river one of the tributaries of the rio grande or colorado river that
empties itself into the gulf of california this city is only in
embryo its fifty houses are built of wood and for the most part one
story dwellings they show signs of additions and portions were built
and joined on to meet the requirements of the growing families

when the early pioneers first reached this delightful vale their
first work was to dig a hole in the sand covering it with wood and
bushes so making a rough shelter from the burning sun or driving rain
over this cellar home they built a log hut or cabin which was very
substantial and remains to be seen today in a year or two the hut
became too small and a wooden frame building was added as a kind of
parlour until another member made his appearance in the family and
demanded still larger quarters when sitting rooms and bed rooms
completed the home as I1 saw it

there were also stables outhousesout andhouses barns having a welltodowell
comfortable

to
appearance

do
A verandah overrun with woodbine and roses ran

round the homestead and made a delightful shelter from the sunshine
and a luxuriant rest at the close of the day when one could smoke the
pipe of peace in serenity and chat with a neighbour and friend

about each residence there were gardens orchards and vineyards
with cornfields and clover patches there was land to be had in plenty
for fencing in the barren desert has been turned into a paradise
there were apples pears apricots peaches melons plums and grapes
of every variety viz valentia burgundy muscatelsmuscatelomuscat andels sultanassoltanassul alltanas
growing to perfection without one single tree of forbidden fruit

then there were beansbeaus peas cucumbers marrows indian corn beets
tomatoes sugar cane and every variety of green vegetables one did
not mind being a vegetarian under such circumstances with egg butter
cheese and bacon thrown in

I1 had long been expected so everybody knew me and every house was
thrown open to the brother of their best known and trusted friend if I1
had been the prince of wales I1 could not have had a warmer welcome nor
were they frightened of a methodist local preacher for the bishop
invited me to preach in their tabernacle which invitation I1 gladly
accepted and also taught in their sabbath school they have school on
sunday morning service in the afternoon then gave themselves up to
innocent ammusementsammu thesements young folks were so jolly it almost shocked my

sabbatarian notions

I1 saw nothing of polygamy in virgin city if there had been second
wives they had departed according to the law of the land I1 conversed
with many of the women of utah and not one of them spoke a word against
it they cheerfully accepted things as they found them though I1 gather
from one or two incidents that they were not sorry it is a thing of the
past
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I1 said look forward with any peace or comfort to
another lady coming to take your place while you may have to play second
part

oh uncle it would have been an awful trial but you know there is
no fear second wives are gone and perhaps for ever

ilanditand
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I1 was sitting in the verandah with my niece a beautiful girl of
eighteen summersinsummers thein cool of an august day the roses were blooming
at our feet while the honeysuckle and clematis were festooning over our
heads the stars twinkled brightly out of a blue sky just above the
mountain top a fiery comet spread its flowing tail amongst the shrubs
and folaige there danced the dainty fire fly while round us played the
zephyrs laden with the right perfuneperdune of many flowers I1 told her
stories of great britainssBritainbritains glory beyond the mountains and beyond the
sea

she spoke of her native land and the people that she loved so well
the past the present and the future were well reviewed as also was

her tall dark handsome lover who lives some miles away when he came
to see her he rode a chestnut horse

wishing to know what young people thought of duplicated matrimony I1
asked her opinion of polygamy did she believe in it

yesY I1e believes in it but it is not suited for everybody it is
only the best of people who should enter into it and with a sly look
she said she was not good enough for that

I1 smiled audibly and said suppose your husband should find he was
good enough

she replied of course you know it is thing of the past so you
need not trouble about it

then I1 heard the hoofs of a distant riders horse approaching and
she made an excuse to go saying she thought the garden gate was open
and I1 saw her no more than evening

I1 was at ogden the home of another niece the only wifwifebif of a mr

richards a nephew of the late brigham young she had a family of four
young children A cow to be tended and poultry to be fed etc with
no one to help her except her husband when he had done work at night
the orchard was laden with fruit the raspberries and currents were
spilling for someone to gather them now would she like a helpmate in
the shape of a second wifewifbif to her husband the baby lay cooing in its
mothers lap the other children were playing with paper boats I1 had
made them and among other things I1 asked her if she believedbelebellbeis ineved
polygamy she said she did

and can you

no 6

so I1 take it the women of utah are glad polygamy is abolished and
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if they are wise they will take good care that it is never again
established amongst them but I1 heard no complaints saw no oppression
peace and happiness reigned everywhere and an entire absence of the
wretchedness poverty and squallorsquellorsqual thatlor is so painfully apparent in our
own beloved land

I1 have met with several of the women who have been second or third
wives under polygamy some are married again some have obtained
situations all of them are well cared for and have the sympathy of the
whole community

then as to mormonism it is christianity incrusted with some strong
and crude dogmas baptism by immersion and baptism for the dead are
both scriptural but they make a great point of the latter their
present president had been baptisedbaptizedbapti forsed john wesley so that he might
have a place in paradise so they believe that it is possible to save
all their friends who are outside their pale by being baptisedbaptizedbapti forsed them
they believe in the gift of tongues and of miracles and in a case of
the latter which I1 investigated I1 am satisfied of an instantaneous
cure if not a miracle of one who had been bedridden for years and
given up by the hospitals as incurable they claim the gift of
prophecy with power to predict the future

the book of mormon is the revelation of god to joseph smith which
is an history of ancient races inhabiting the american continent if I1
may claim the gift of prophecy I1 say that mormonism will pass away is
declining already I1 never saw the book of mormon once while I1 was in
utah but the bible was everywhere it is their text book in the
tabernacle the lesson book in the schools it is their daily portion in
the homes and at the family alter its principles are guiding them
and our saviour in whom we are trusting for salvation is their saviour
too they also pay tithe by giving a tenth of their income year by
year which the faithful rigidly adhere to this is expended in the
building of temples and tabernacles the support of the president or
prophet and distribution amongst the widows and those brought into
poverty by accident

they have no stated ministry to pay and their preachers are taken
from amongst the congregations who have the powers and ability to be
the leaders of men their missionaries sent to the states and into
foreign lands have to bear their own expenses I1 have known men who

received a call from the president to go on a mission sell their horses
and waggon that they might have the wherewithal to accomplish the work
entrusted to them they have no lack of selfdenyingself mendenying to enter upon
their arduous work

their bishops are for the most part worthy men who with stipend
look after the spiritual necessities of the city or district and
distribute the money to the widows and the needy gentiles as well as
saints receive these weekly contributions there appeared to me to be a
brotherliness and christian charity that covered the wants of the whole
land and is often absent in our own country
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when I1 consider the absence of poverty wretchedness and squallorsquellorsqual
the

lor
general abundance of the necessities of life the care taken of the

aged and infirm without the gloom of a worhousecorhousewor orhouse the dread of a
paupers grave I1 do not wonder that their missionaries make converts
and that thousands flock to that promised land

the men of utah are yankee in their characteristics and inclined to
magnify the productiveness of their country they measure their
minerals by the mountains

have you coal in utah

oh yes mountains of coal

have you salt
yes a mountain of pure rock salt as clean as glass to back up

the assertion they brought me a sample block of crystal salt which I1
have with me now

I1 saw with my own eyes a mountain of plaster of paris with kilns
and mills to burn and reduce it to powder our old townsman mr adams
has a share in this said industry

they have mountains of gold silver copper lead and precious
stones these I1 have seen but I1 have not seen a mountain of diamonds
or a ridge or rubies but without any hyperbole they have magnificent
mineral resources and the plants already put down to work these
wonderful mines are superior to anything I1 have seen in this country
although backed by the wealth of the earl of dudley

there were the same discomforts in crossing the wilderness one day
we had gone as facfar as tired nature could carry us it was midnight and
not a drop of water near we had used the old wooden bottle dry to make
a cup of tea and the camp fire failed we felt the loneliness of desert
life

the moon refused to shine but the stars in the constant courses
clear and cold looked down upon us from above while our heavy ears
refused to listen to the croak of the old toad and the click of the
locusts wings in the very early dawn I1 was awakened rudely by what
sounded to me like the full cry of 1000 jackelsjackets loose upon the prey
and starting up from my bed I1 cried out what in the world is that
sound my accustomed brother turned himself around and said it was
only the wolves and went to sleep again but I1 kept one eye open and
one ear alert until in the distance those distracting sounds had died
away

I1 reached at length salt lake city the city of the saints the
new jerusalem A city of streams of water beautiful for situation
the joy of the whole earth here too is the temple of god and the
tabernacle of the faithful

far
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I1 was the guest of bishop empey who had married a fair tiptoniantiptonian2Tip
and

tonian
who is known to many of my readers I1 received a hearty welcome to

their home a beautiful villa just away from the principal thoroughfare
the garden was showing its midsummer beauties and the lawn was
brilliant in its verdant green my new found freinds did their utmost
for my comfort and laid themselves out for my entertainment they
drove me out in their buggy to all the places of interest parks and
public building then to the boot of the mountains whose tops were
white with snow their gentle slopes were wooded and green while
rivulets ran down the rocky ravine and the city lay spread out before
us like the painted pictures of some fairy tale so intermixed with
trees shrubs and spire

one day we made excursion to the great salt lake about 16 miles
from the city this is one of natures wonders it is 70 miles in
length and 40 miles broad there are five or six islands or as they
appear from the shore mountains rising to a great height the lakeake
shore from the point we saw it was the reverse of picturesque it is
approached by a flat salt marsh with but little grass and white
patches encrusted with salt without shrub or tree and the desolation
of a dead sea prevails the water is heavy and there was an absence of
wave or ripple while I1 was there the water is clear and one can see a
long way down but failed to see any indications of life below the
surface

but where nature has failed science and art have come to the rescue
and brought to bear their energy upon the lake running a pier three
quarters of a mile into the waters terminating in a grand pavilion the
like of which no english watering place can boast it rises up three
stories with towers and pinnacles for outlook above those it is
ornamented and fretted like a chinese pagoda covers a large area will
accommodate thousands and provides all sorts of amusements their
strong point of attraction for the weakly and robust is the splendid
provision for bathing with water that works wonders for all kinds of
complaints one large space with dressing rooms all round finds ample
accomodationaccommodation for both sexes

the aquatic attire is many coloured pretty and becoming the
temperature of the water was 70 degrees and it is so heavy that you
cannot sink I1 was warned against getting my head under the water
being a duffer at swimming I1 cautiously held by the guide rope when
suddenly my feet flew up and my head went down so unexpected was this
somersault that I1 imbibed much more of this saline mixture than was

either pleasant or agreeable I1 felt as though my head would burst and
my eyes were on fire but the noise I1 made in the effort to regain my

breath which had gone brought round me a sympathetic crowd of
mermaids who soon got me round and my tears were turned into joy for
they would insist on teaching me to swim and I1 submitted to their kind
endeavoursdeavoursen without a murmur A few more such lessons under such
auspicious conditions would have made me an expert swimmer

reluctantly we left the enchanting spot and traveled back to salt

1
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lake city we were gratified in beholding their temple built of white
marble and in joining in their worship in the tabernacle a building
that will seat 14000 persons the largest one roofed building in the
world their choir of 500 voices gave a grand concert on the monday
they beautifully rendered the pieces they were to compete with against
the worlds choirs at the chicago exhibition I1 was delighted with all
I1 saw and heard and the kind treatment I1 received from the bishop and
his friends were it not for the strong stratsfordshire magnet I1
should have been tempted to make my abode there

lifelif among the mormons is worth living and if all the climes of the
world were as sober industrious and righteous as utah we should be at
least 1000 years nearer the milleniummillennium

the six original articles were sent to edith hinton gibson february
17 1952 the author has made inquiries to determine the name of the
newspaper and the complete dates of publication to the birmingham
reference library birmingham university library the british library
newspaper library at colindalelindaleCo and the tipton public library but none
of these have extant copies of the pertinent newspapers the author has
photocopies of the original articles which are in the possession of
virginia H baker mesa arizona

e
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APPENDIX D

LAND certificates VIRGIN CITY

PP NAME desctiptiondescription LOCATION DATE

1

1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
5

5
6

6
6
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9

10
10
10
10
11
11
11

WRIGHT JOSEPH &

ELDERelders CLAYBORNE
DAVIS PHILITUS
HARDY AGUSTUS
BREWERbrewers LEWIS
BREWER LEWIS
GIBSON JOHN M

JEPSON JAMES
LUFKIN GW
DALTON JOHN
DALTON JOHN
LUFKIN GW
LUFKIN GW
MORRELL LABEN
VC HERD GROUNDS
JOHNSON NEPHI
JOHNSON SIXTUS E
BEEBEbeeber WILLIAM A
HARRISON DEN I1 SON
JEPSONjepsonjjepsonn JAMES
BEEBEbeeber WILLIAM A &

HARRISharrist DEN I1 SON L
BURK CHARLES
MAXWELLMAXWEL WILLIAM
BEEBEbeeber WILLIAM A

BEEBE WILLIAM A
BEEBEbeeber WILLIAM A

BEEBE WILLIAM A

BURK CHARLES
JOHNSON NEPHI
JOHNSON NEPHI
JOHNSON SETH
MADSON GUSTAVA
BARNEYbarneyr MARY
BARNEYbarneytbarnedt MARY
BARNEYbarneyr MARY
BARNEYbarneyr MARY
BURK CHARLES
ANDERSONandersontanderpont SIMON
BURKburhburks CHARLES
JOHNSON SIXTUS
HINTON JOHN
TENNEY AMON
HILTON HUGH

301106a301106
333a
710a
764a
426a
511a
696a
2626a
511a
334a
739a
475a
13 b6ba

6669a
111aliialila
9325a
16 big
596a
968a
372a
14 b4ba
LIll11 b5ba
366a
2838a
915a
14 b7ba
313a
LIll11 b5ba
16 b5ba
15 b5ba
12 b12
15 big
18 b4ba
13 bl
15 b7ba
826a
LIll11 blobio
12 bioblo

HERD GROUND
DALTON FL
VC FL
DALTON FL
DALTON FL
DALTON FL
NORTH CR FL
DALTON FL
DALTON FL
DALTON FL
DALTON FL
N DALTON FL
N DALTON FL
VIRGIN CITY

SW VC

BLUE SP FL
VIRGIN CITY
MAXWELL SPR
N DALTON FL
N DALTON FL
VIRGIN CITY
VIRGIN CITY
VC FL
SVR FL
WVC FL
VIRGIN CITY
SVR FL
VIRGIN CITY
VIRGIN CITY
VIRGIN CITY
VIRGIN CITY
VIRGIN CITY
VIRGIN CITY
VIRGIN CITY
VIRGIN CITY
N DALTON FL
VIRGIN CITY
VIRGIN CITY

040665
040965
040965
031865
040965
040965
040965
040965
040965
031565
040965
040965
031765

032765
040965
032765
040165
031965
031965
040165
040165
040165
040165
040165
040165
040165
031765
031765
031765
031765
031765
031765
031765
031765
031765
031765
031765
031765
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11 SPENDLOVESPEND JOHNLOVErloves
12 JOHNSON NEPHI
12 WORKMAN AJ
12 HASLEMhaslemrhaslemo WM

12 RANDALL FRANK
13 GARDNERGARD GEORGEnersNERl B
13 GARDNERGARD GEORGEnerrNERl B
13 GARDNERGARD GEORGENERrnerg B
13 BEEBE WILLIAM
14 WRIGHTwrights ALEXANDER &

HILTON HUGH &

CLAWSON MOSES
14 WRIGHT ALEXANDER
14 TENNEY AMON

15 RANSOM JAMES
15 RANSOM JAMES
15 WORKMANWORK ANDREWMANt J
15 JOHNSON WILLIAM D

15 HINTON JOHN
16 FARNES THOMAS
16 BRADSHAW JOHN1

16 HASLEM WM

16 HINTON JOHN
17 HASLEM WM

17 HASLEM WM

17 BRADSHAW SAMUEL
17 BRADSHAW SAMUEL
18 HILTON HUGH
18 HASLEM WILLIAM
18 WORKMAN JACOB
18 WILLIAMSWILLIAwilllams GEORGE
19 WORKMAN JACOB L
19 WRIGHTwrights ALEXANDER
19 ANDERSON SIMON
20 JOHNSON NEPHI &

HARRIS DENISON L
26 HARRIS DENISON L
27 HARRIS DENISON L
27 HARRIS DENISON L
27 HARRISharriss DENISON

I1

L
29 GARDNER GEORGE B
29 GARDNER GEORGE B
29 MATHEWS DANIEL
29 GARDNER GEORGE B
30 ISOM WILLIAM
30 ISOM OWEN
30 ISOM OWEN
30 ISOM OWEN
31 SUTTON IRA
133bay JAMES W

17 big
13 b7ba
7673a
11allalia213a
15 b5ba
31a
17 bli
864a
S E OF LOTS
3&4 TO RIVER
12 b7ba
14 b6ba
14 b3ba
911aglia
LIll11 big
12 b6ba
19 blobio
314a
LIll11 b3ba
513a
15 b9ba

5a
14 b2ba
13 b3ba
528a
833a
LIll11 b7ba
813a
13 bil
425a
1010aloloa
581a
1940a
l2&3 b4ba
12 b5ba
30 RDS
1762a
12 b2ba
LIll11 bl
1260a
51a
13 bl
5aaa
1aaa
612a
1380a
TIMBER LAND

478a

VIRGIN CITY
VIRGIN CITY
S DALTON FL
N DALTON FL
S VR FL
VIRGIN CITY
W VC FL
VIRGIN CITY
W VC FL

VIRGIN CITY
VIRGIN CITY
VIRGIN CITY
VIRGIN CITY
NW VC FL
VIRGIN CITY
VIRGIN CITY
VIRGIN CITY
S VR FL
VIRGIN CITY
N DALTON FL
VIRGIN CITY
S SNOWSHI FL
VIRGIN CITY
VIRGIN CITY
N DALTON FL
N DALTON FL
VIRGIN CITY
S VR FL
VIRGIN CITY
VC FL
N DALTON FL
E VC FL
KOLOB HERD
GROUND
VIRGIN CITY
VIRGIN CITY
W VC FL
NW VC FL
MT DELL
MT DELL
MT DELL FL
DALTON FL
MT DELL
MT DELL FL
MT DELL FL
MT DELL FL
MT DELL FL

031765
031765
031565
031565
031565
031565
031565
031565
031565

031565
031565
031565
031565
031565
031565
031565
031565
040165
040165
040165
040165
040165
040165
040165
040165
040165
040165
040165
040165
040165
040165
040165
040165
040165
040165
040165
040165
120766
120766
082466
082466
082766
082766
082766
082766
010968
050773

source kane county court house ganab utah
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NAME

APPENDIX E

VIRGIN CITY 1870 CENSUS

AGE NO occupation BIRTH PLACE NO HOUSE

ANDERSON SIMON
BEEBE LEROY
BEEBEbeeber WILLIAM
BRADSHAW SAMUEL
BURKburks CHARLES
CAMPBELcampbell RALPH
DALTON JOHN
ELDER CLAYBOURN
GARDNER GEORGE
HASLAM WILLIAM
HILTON CHARLES
HILTON HUGH
HUMPHERY JAMES
ISOM GEORGE
ISOM OWEN
ISOM WILLIAM
JEPPSON JAMES
JOHNSON NEPHI
JOHNSON SIXTUS
LANElanerlanes LUCINDA
MATHEWMATHEWSmathewss DANIEL
PARKER JOHN
PARKINSON RICHARD
PETERSON CHRISTIAN
PRATT JONATHAN
SPENDLOVESPEND JOHNLOVEr
SPENDLOVE WILLIAM
STRATTON ALBERT
STRATTON ANTHONY
STRATTON OLIVER
WILSON THOMAS
WORKMAN ANDREW
WORKMANWORKMANY JACOB
WRIGHTwrightt ALEXANDER
WRIGHT JEFFERSON

47
31
57
47
34
37
70
43
36
56
22
49
35
25
56
30
54
37
40
64
45
58
59
40
63
54
23
26
46
52
56
45
58
66
44

2
6
9
6
6
7

19
16
10

2
3
6
3
2
5
6
5

15
9
1
1
5
1
3
3
2
2
4
8

10
8
9

13
8
9

CARPENTER
blacksmith
blacksmith
FARMER
FARMER
FARMER
FARMER
FARMER
blacksmith
FARMER
FARMER
FARMER
FARMER
FARMER
FARMER
FARMER
FARMER
FARMER
HERDER
KEEP HOUSE
FARMER
GARDNER
FARM LAB
FARMER
FARMER
FARMER
FARMER
FARM LAB
FARM LAB
FARMER
FARMER
FARMER
FARMER
FARMER
GRIST MILL

DENMARK
IOWA
NEW YORK
ENGLAND
SWEDEN
NEW YORK
pennsylvania
TENNESSEE
ENGLAND
ENGLAND
ENGLAND
ENGLAND
ENGLAND
ENGLAND
ENGLAND
ENGLAND
ENGLAND
OHIO
NEW YORK
KENTUCKY
ENGLAND
ENGLAND
ENGLAND
DENMARK
TENNESSEE
ENGLAND
ENGLAND
ILLINOIS
KENTUCKY
TENNESSEE
LOUISIANA
KENTUCKY
TENNESSEE
SCOTLAND
massachusettmassachusettsMASSA

1

CHUSETT

1
1
1
1
1
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
2
1
1

182
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APPENDIX F

1880 CENSUS
FOR VIRGIN citymountaincitylmountainCITY dellmillvilledellrmillvilleMOUNTAIN AND WORKMAN RANCH

NAME

ANDERSON SIMON
BAY JAMES
BEEBEbeeber LEROY
BRADSHAW SAMUEL
BURK CHARLES
CAMPBELLcampbellrcampbelle ADAM
CAMPBELLCAMP GEORGEBELLr
CAMPBELCAMPBELL RALF
GARDNER GEORGE
GROVES LUCY
HASLAM WILLIAM
HILTON JOHN HUGH
HILTON JOSEPH
HINTON JOHN
HUMPHRIESHUMPH JAMESRIESt
HUNThuntr GEORGE
ISOM OWEN
ISOM WILLIAM
ISOM GEORGE
JEPSON JAMES JR
JEPSON JAMES
LOWDER ANN
MALONE THOMAS F
MATHEWSmathewsrMATHEWmathewss DANIEL W

OWENowens ANDEN
OWEN HORACE
OWENS HORACE B
QWENS ELEANOR
PARKER JOHN
PARKINSON RICH
PARKER RICHARD
PETERSON CHRISTIN
RICHARDS MARY ANN
SANDERS DAVID W

SANDERS JOSEPH M

SPENDLOVEspendlover JOHN
SPENDLOVEspendlover JOHN
SPREGUEspreguerspraguer EDWARD
STRATTON ALBERT J
STRATTON EDWARD
STRATTON J ALBERT
STRATTON OLIVER
WILSON MORRIS
WORKMANWORK ANDREWMANy
WORKMAN FANNY
WORKMAN REBECCA
WRIGHT JEFFERSON

AGE NO

57
60
40
58
43
42
20
47
28
73
65
22
20
41
48
30
60
40
34
23
64
67
30
65
29
60
32
20
68
69
21
50
42
45
42
40
64
40
36
27
36
31
34
56
65
46
54

2
8
9
7
6

10
3
3
6
5
7
3
1

10
7
4
4

10
8
4
2
2
2
8
6
5
5
4
4
2
2
2
9
5
9
8
2
8
9
5
1
3
5
8
4

10
8

occupation

FARMER

blacksmith
brickmason
FARMER
COOPER
COOPER
CARPENTER
FARMER
KEEP HOUSE
FARMER
FARMER
CARPENTER
CABINET MKR
FARMER
TEAMSTER
FARMER

FARMER
FARMER
GRIST MILL
householder
MINER
FARMER
FARMER
STONE MASON
STONE MASON
KEEP HOUSE
GARDNER
FARMER
FARMING
FARMER
KEEP HOUSE
FARMER
FARMER
FARMER
SHOEMAKER
SCHOOL TEAC
FARMER
brickmaker
FARMER
FARMER
FARMER
FARMER
KEEP HOUSE
KEEP HOUSE
FARMER

183

BIRTH PLACE NO HOUSES
S S S S S
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

DENMARK
VERMOMT
IOWA
DERBY ENG
SWEDEN

US
OGDEN UTAH

US
SALT LAKE UT

massachusettmassachusettsMASSA
ENGLAND

CHUSETT

SALT LAKE UT
LEHI UTAH
BHM ENG
WILSHIRE ENG
SALT LAKE UT
northampton
BHM ENG
ENGLAND
UTAH
ENGLAND
ENGLAND
IRELAND
MISSOURI
MISSOURI
pennsylvania
MISSOURI
UTAH
ENGLAND
ENGLAND
SALT LAKE UT
DENMARK
ENGLAND
ILLINOIS
MISSOURI
ENGLAND
ENGLAND
US
ILLINOIS
SALT LAKE UT
TENNESSEE
IOWA
US
KENTUCKY
pennsylvania
MAINE
massachusettmassachusettsMASSA CHUSETT

CAMP BELLr

Lf

Sr

SPEND LOVErlovey
SPEND LOVErloves
SP REGUEr
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APPENDIX G

WATER certificates VIRGIN CITY
MARCH 17 1882

PP NO

186
186
187
188
188
189
190
190
191
192
192
193
194
194
195
196
196
197
198
198
200
200
201
202
202
203
204
204
205
206
206
207
208
208
209
210
210
211
212
212
213
214

212
217
218
219
220
221
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
254
253
255
256
257
258
276

sssssss
ANDERSON SIMON
PETERSON JORGEN
ISOM GEORGE
JEPSON JAMES
STRATTONSTRAT JAMESTONt A

HUMPHRIES JAMES
CAMPBELL ADAM
PARKERparkerrparkers JOHN
STRATTON OLIVER
SPENDLOVE JOHN
BURKEburkerburkeyburhey CHARLES
BRADSHAW SAMUEL
HILTON JOHN
PARKINSON RICHARD
WRIGHT JEFFERSON
WRIGHT ALEXANDER
SPENDLOVESPEND JOHNLOVErloves SR
ANDERSON SIMON
WORKMAN DAVID H

OWENS HORACE B

BEEBEbeeber LEROY W

RICHARDS IANTHUS
PARKERparkerr JOHN
HUMPHRIESHUMPH JAMESRIESt
PARKINSON RICHARD
CAMPBELLcampbelll ADAM

PARKERparkerr RICHARD
BEEBE LEROY W

HASLAMhaslamrhaslaur WILLIAM
MATTHEWS DANIEL W

PRATT EZEKIEL L
CORNELUS HENRY
HILTON JOSEPH
LAUDER ANN
HINTON JOHN
ISOM OWEN
ISOM WILLIAM
ISOM SAMUEL
WILSON MORRIS
SANDERS JOSEPH M

MATTHEWS DANIEL W

MALONEY THOMAS

SHARESss3ssaSS

9107
3

9107
9132.591325
125132.51251325
10132.5101325
8132.581325
35132.5351325
6132.561325
8132.581325
11132.5111325
65132.5651325
9132.591325
95132.5951325
5132.551325

35132.5351325
10132.5101325
25132.5251325
25132.5251325
2132.521325
15132.5151325
1132.511325
5132.551325

610
1.5501550
410
150
150
1.255012550
650
650
150
.75507550

150
250
18
19107
19107
7107
7107
30107
7107
150

LOCATION

NORTH CREEK
NORTH CREEK
VC UPPER DITCH
VC UPPER DITCH
VC UPPER DITCH
VC UPPER DITCH
VC UPPER DITCH
VC UPPER DITCH
VC UPPER DITCH
VC UPPER DITCH
VC UPPER DITCH
VC UPPER DITCH
VC UPPER DITCH
VC UPPER DITCH
VC UPPER DITCH
VC UPPER DITCH
VC UPPER DITCH
VC UPPER DITCH
VC UPPER DITCH
VC UPPER DITCH
VC UPPER DITCH
VC UPPER DITCH
PARKER DITCH
VC LOWER DITCH
PARKER DITCH
VC LOWER DITCH
VC LOWER DITCH
VC LOWER DITCH
VC LOWER DITCH
VC LOWER DITCH
VC LOWER DITCH
VC LOWER DITCH
VC LOWER DITCH
VC LOWER DITCH
VC LOWER DITCH
NORTH CREEK
NORTH CREEK
NORTH CREEK
NORTH CREEK
NORTH CREEK
NORTH CREEK
VC LOWER DITCH

source kane county court house ganab utah
184
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appendix H

article from deseret news

salt lake city utah
may 29 1926

hurricane couple dixie pioneers
celebrate 65th wedding anniversary

beaver may 29 special mr and mrs john N

hinton of hurricane celebrated their 65th wedding
anniversary may 19 surrounded by members of their family
the day also was the wedding day of their granddaughter
miss regena isom to claude L johnson of beaver

mr hinton was born oct 18 1839 at birmingham
warwickshireWarwick englandshire emma spendlove hinton was born jan
29 1842 at cardy lestershireLester englandshire they sailed from
liverpool on the clipper underwriter with 624 saints on
board in april 1861

mr and mrs hinton were married on board ship by pres
charles W penrose who was in charge of the emigrant
saints

they crossed the plains by ox team in milo andrus
company with joseph R hornehomeromeroae as captain leaving florence
july 1 1861 arriving in salt lake sept 13

they remained in salt lake a year their first child
being born there from salt lake they moved to virgin where
their first home was a dugout and their main food supply was
greens the nearest store was at carowanparowanPa androwan to that

point mr hinton would go by oxteamox withteam molasses which he
traded for clothing

having served seven years apprenticeship as a cabinet
maker in england most of the furniture in virgin and the
first houses were made by mr hinton he sold his land and
teams bought a turning lathe and opened a furniture or
cabinet shop over the grist mill while melting glue on the
dirt floor a fire was ignited destroying a room full of
furniture as well as the grist mill

after living fifty years in virgin mr and mrs hinton
moved to hurricane in 1911 where their comfortable home is
furnished with furniture he made from wood hauled from
zions canyon

185
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A daughter mrs thomas isom is still using an
extension table and rocker made by her father 47 years ago

mr hinton was leader of the virgin choir for 40 years
a tuning fork being the only musical instrument they
possessed at first beside furniture mr hinton has made
hundreds of coffins for the dead and also molasses barrels
from pine trees which he split into staves using willows as
hoops

mrs hinton is still very active despite her eightyfoureighty
years

four
doing her own house wockworkworkoworke she recalls early days

when she had to go out on the hill sides to gather oose or
soap plant with which to soften the water her firstcarpet was taken by her daughter in payment for teaching
school mr hinton worked a year on the st george temple
as a carpenter

mr and mrs hinton proudly exhibit an old fashioned
coffee mill in which their flour was ground in their early
days in dixie

they are the parents of 11 children 10 of whom are
living 83 grandchildrengrand andchildren more than 100 great grand
children

ten sons and daughters were at their 65th wedding
anniversary dinner

items of family tradition in this article have been
proven erroneous by research into contemporary historical
sources

f irs t
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appendix I1

article from washington county news

st george utah

august 30 1929

funeral services for john N hinton
john hinton of hurricane died of old age august 25 and

was buried august 26 at hurricane mr hinton was born in
birmingham england october 18 1839 and came to america
in 1861 having joined the LDS church a few years
previously

while crossing the ocean on the underwriter he met and
married miss emma spendlove they came to dixie in december
of 1862 and shared the trials and hardships of the other
pioneers of that time he led the virgin choir for thirdythirty
years and was a sunday school superintendent for many years
he learned the carpenter trade when a boy in england and
after coming to this country built a shop where he made some
splendid furniture there are homes now that can boast of
furniture made by mr hinton at that time

eleven children were born to mr and mrs hinton one
died when a child and three others have passed away since
having families of their own they came to hurricane in the
early part of its history where they have since resided
until his death he is survived by a wife and following
children atkins mrs thomas ison maurice and bernard of
hurricane mrs john W wright of hinckley mrs robert
gibson of st thomas and mrs samuel leigh of cedar city
also seventynineseventy grandchildrennine and about 125 great grand
children

funeral services for mr hinton were held at the public
school auditorium august 26 many relatives and friends were
in attendance the room was beautifully decorated

councelorcouncellorCounce claudlor hirschi presided the ward choir sang
when first the glorious light of truth opening prayer

was by bishop frank T johnson beautiful home was sung
by miss grace isom and reed bradshaw with olive reeve at the
piano

elder joseph T wright spoke of the good qualities of
mr hinton he has raised an ideal family he fought a
good fight

187
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elder john spendlove referred to the exemplary life of
the departed spoke of his close association with mr
hinton in his earlier life

oh my father was sung by elder frank barber

elder james jepson feelingly bore testimony to the
things that have been said of mr hinton he first met the
departed sixtysixsixty yearssix ago he was dependable and was
always the same man he did much for the community in which
he lived he was especially gifted along musical lines was
the best tenor singer he had ever heard

he came from a welltodowell wellto educateddo family in
england he was the only member of the family to join the
church he was useful as a carpenter and a choir leader at
virgin he and his wife have been a faithful couple

president joseph K nicholes rejoiced in the good things
said of the departed men and women have been blessed
through the association of mr hinton we have evidences of
a past life and a future life we should rejoice in the
philosophy of life the lord rejoices in the childrenildrenlideen who
cooperate with him we have many things to be thankful
for

mrs alice spendlove said that this wonderful couple
lived together sixty seven years and that he built a lumber
home at hurricane at the age of seventytwoseventy yearstwo

the word choir sang nearer my god to thee

benediction was by elder chauncy sandberg

re
11 0 volcevoice in
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ABSTRACT

john nock hinton an englishman was converted to
the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday in
birmingham warwickshireWarwick englandshire in 1856 the motivating
factor in his life thereafter was his strong conviction
that the church was the literal kingdom of god on the
earth and its leaders were gods prophets and its mission
was to usher in the last dispensation on the earth the
millennium and the second coming of the savior his duty
as he saw it was to labor unceasingly to help accomplish
that mission to work out his own salvation and to teach
his children the doctrines of the faith

this thesis is the reconstruction of the life of
john nock hinton a common ordinary lay member of the
church who did not leave any personal writings this was
accomplished through a community history study and through
the preserved records of persons whose lives touched his
the results have shown that a creditable biography can be
written about such an individual
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